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Abstract 

This thesis examines the relationship between corporate financial performance (CFP) and 

environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors and what implications the relationship 

has for an investor. The study is based on using aggregated and disaggregated ESG data using 

Thomson Reuters Asset4. For the corporate financial performance factor, we have focused on 

profitability and growth. The relationship is explored using companies in the Stoxx 600 and 

S&P 500 indices. By using a structural equation model (SEM), a panel data fixed effects 

regression model and a stock market approach using portfolios, we find mixed results for the 

relationship. By using SEM-models we operationalize environmental, social and governance 

as latent independent constructs, and growth and profitability are operationalized as latent 

dependent constructs. The results of the SEM-models indicate that the selected proxies are 

mostly reliable and have a good fit, but the structural model has very few significant factor 

loadings which might be caused by omitted variables and/or a poorly specified model.  

 

The panel data fixed effect regression models analyze the relevance of ESG in relationship to 

annual stock return using data from 2010-2018. The results of the fixed effect regression 

models indicate that there is a negative relationship between ESG, environmental and 

governance score towards annual stock return. The social score seems to have a positive, but 

not a significant effect.  

 

By constructing portfolios based on the ESG score, profitability and low variation in 

earnings, and pollution (CO2 direct and indirect emissions) we find that companies with the 

lowest ESG scores (bottom 33%) outperform companies with the highest score (top 33%) in 

terms of cumulative return using data from 2010-2018. The portfolio based on profitability 

and low variation in earnings (top 33%) seems to track the return pattern of the bottom 33% 

ESG portfolio. The portfolio based on 33% lowest CO2 emissions performs better compared 

to a portfolio of top 33% CO2 emissions. These findings are interesting and contradict some 

empirical literature that find a positive relationship between ESG and stock market 

performance.   
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Sammendrag 

Denne studien undersøker relasjonen mellom finansiell prestasjon og ESG for selskap som 

inkluderes i S&P 500 og Stoxx 600 indeksene, og hvilke implikasjoner denne relasjonen gir 

investorer. Studien baserer seg på ESG data på et overordnet nivå og et dekomponert nivå, 

hvor dekomponert data er variabler som inngår i en overordnet ESG score. I forhold til 

finansiell prestasjon har vi hovedsakelig valgt å fokusere på vekst og lønnsomhet. For å 

undersøke relasjonen har vi laget ulike SEM-modeller, paneldata regresjonsmodeller og 

konstruert aksjeporteføljer basert på denne relasjonen. Ved å studere relasjonen på ulike nivå 

gir det oss et nyansert blikk på sammenhengen, og vi finner ulike resultater. Ved å bruke 

SEM-modeller forsøker vi å operasjonalisere de latente faktorene hvor faktorer tilknyttet 

miljø, sosiale forhold og styring er latente uavhengige variabler og vekst og lønnsomhet er 

latente avhengige variabler. Resultatene av de ulike SEM-modellene viser hovedsakelig at de 

ulike indikatorene er pålitelige og modellene tilpasser seg data, men strukturmodellen har få 

signifikante variabler. Dette kan skyldes utelatte variabler og/eller at modellen kan være 

feilspesifisert. En annen mulighet kan være at sammenhengen er vanskelig å modellere gitt 

tilgjengelig data.  

 

Paneldata regresjonsmodellene analyserer relevansen av ESG som forklaringsvariabel for å 

forklare årlig aksjeavkastning ved å bruke data fra 2010-2018. Resultatene fra paneldata 

regresjonsmodellene antyder at det er en negativ sammenheng mellom score tilknyttet ESG, 

miljø og styring mot aksjeavkastning. Den sosiale scoren har en antydning til å ha en positiv 

sammenheng, men ikke signifikant. 

 

Ved å konstruere ulike porteføljer basert på ESG score, lønnsomhet og lav variasjon i 

årsresultat, og direkte og indirekte CO2-utslipp finner vi at selskap med lav ESG score 

(laveste 33%) gjør det bedre enn selskap med høy ESG score (topp 33%) i forhold til 

kumulativ avkastning ved å bruke data fra 2010-2018. Porteføljen med lavest CO2 utslipp 

gjør det bedre enn den med mest utslipp. Et interessant funn er at porteføljen basert på topp 

33% i forhold til lønnsomhet og lav variasjon i årsresultatet har en tendens til å følge 

avkastningen på porteføljen med lavest ESG score. Et annet interessant funn er at denne 

studien får motsatte resultater sammenlignet med noe av litteraturen på dette område som har 

funnet en positiv sammenheng mellom ESG og avkastning.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The relationship between corporate financial performance (CFP) and environmental, social 

and governance factors (ESG) is complex. In recent years investors have demanded ESG-data 

and some have incorporated this data into their decision making and the data has been used in 

different ways, but it has also contributed to creating a long-term mindset (Eccles, Kastrapeli 

and Potter, 2017).  Climate risk and environmental exposure have also gained attention 

among investors in both debt and equity markets (Hvidkjær, 2017; Norges Bank, 2019; 

Ehlers & Packer, 2017). Corporate governance has also received increased attention among 

financial institutions, for example Goldman Sachs recent statement (Green, 2020) where they 

refuse IPOs if all their board members are straight, white, males.  

 

Many different strategies and approaches to ESG have been employed in practice and the 

empirical literature. Some have excluded “sin stocks”, used screening based on 

environmental, social and governance factors, and others have analyzed the relationship 

between stock returns and ESG-rating (Hong & Kacperczyk, 2009; Hoepner & Zeume, 2014; 

Fabozzi, Ma & Oliphant, 2008; Borgers, Derwall, Koedijk & ter Horst, 2013). Hoepner and 

Schopohl (2018) analyze violations of international norms related to human rights, labor 

rights and production of controversial weapons in relationship to companies excluded by the 

Norwegian Government Pension Fund Global, and finds that this exclusion does not 

financially impair the fund.  

 

There is no universally accepted theoretical framework or definition for ESG, but data 

providers have been creating latent constructs based on indicators they can measure using 

corporate disclosure (MSCI, 2020a). There is no current audit standard for this reported data, 

and audit firms are still in the early stages of developing the ability to audit this kind of data 

(Eccles, Ioannou & Serafeim, 2014). This leads to some uncertainty on the data reported, but 

even so, the latent ESG factors are constructed for many companies worldwide by data 

companies. 
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This raises the question of how these latent unobservable constructs relate to corporate 

financial performance for large/mid/small cap companies. How can these proxies be 

operationalized and divided into subfactors? Does ESG have any explanatory power in 

relationship to corporate financial performance? 

 

1.2 Research question 

The research problem will narrow down the focus of this study. The ambition of this study is 

to analyze the relationship between ESG and corporate financial performance on an overall 

level (aggregated data the scores consist of) and using disaggregated ESG factors. The ESG 

scores are a function of the disaggregated data. More specifically, the goal is to analyze the 

relationship between environmental, social and governance factors and what proxies these 

latent constructs consist of.  The study will gather data from companies that are included in 

the S&P 500 and Stoxx 600 indices because large/mid cap companies tend to report more 

ESG data compared to small firms. To analyze the relationship between environmental, 

social, and governance factors and corporate financial performance we will construct a 

Structural equation model (SEM). The purpose of using a SEM-model is to operationalize the 

latent factors and analyze the relationship between them. For the aggregated data we will use 

a panel data regression model and Granger causality tests. The research questions can be 

formulated in this manner: 

 

How does the disaggregated and overall environmental, social and governance factors relate 

to corporate financial performance? How can the factors be operationalized into latent 

constructs, and what implications does this have for an investor?  

 

The study tries to analyze the relationship between environmental, social and governance 

factors and corporate financial performance, and gives implications and insight to investors 

about these latent constructs. The research questions may give insight for decision making. 

  

This study does not try to generalize the relationship between corporate financial 

performance and ESG. Corporate policies and actions may change over time given the 
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increased awareness in the recent years, but it is not given that this awareness translates into 

action. The purpose is to try analyzing the relationship, given observable data, and 

operationalize corporate financial performance as a dependent latent construct (for the 

disaggregated ESG data approach). For the overall data approach (aggregated ESG data), the 

purpose is to analyze the relevance of ESG.  

 

1.3 Overview of the study 

In chapter 2 we will present theory and empirical literature that is relevant to analyze the 

research question. We have focused on using theory explaining investor behavior and the 

market efficiency. The empirical literature that is presented is based on corporate financial 

performance, ESG, anomalies and theoretical considerations to ESG investing. 

 

In chapter 3 we will discuss research methods and design. In order to analyze the research 

question, we have chosen different methodical approaches. The methodical approach includes 

a cross sectional SEM-model, panel data regression model and a portfolio approach. These 

approaches will be explained, and we will discuss the reliability and validity of these research 

methods.  

 

In chapter 4 we will present the results of the tests. In chapter 4.4 and 4.5 we will present 

SEM-model results. In chapter 4.6 and 4.7 we will discuss the results of the panel data 

regression and portfolio approach. In chapter 4.8 we will analyze all the results and discuss 

what implications they have for an investor.  

 

In chapter 5 we will present a summary and a conclusion of the study based on the hypothesis 

we have presented. The research questions will be concluded based on our findings. Further, 

we will present suggestions for further research.  
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2 Theory  

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we will be presenting the relevant literature to shed light on the research 

questions. The chapters are split into main themes of studies and are used as a backdrop to 

understand the analysis of the research questions. The purpose of the theory and literature 

presented here is to get a better understanding of market behavior, what CFP and ESG consist 

of and the relationship between them, and how ESG-CFP have been studied in the empirical 

literature. The empirical ESG-CFP literature presented shows implications previous studies 

have found.  

 

2.2 Efficient market hypothesis 

The efficient market hypothesis assumes that prices of securities fully reflect all available 

information (Bodie et al. 2014). Investors who buy securities in an efficient market should 

obtain an equilibrium rate of return. Malkiel and Fama (1970) argue that information 

efficiency is important so investors and companies can allocate their resources in an optimal 

way. When the market price reflects the fundamental underlying value, the most profitable 

projects will be prioritized.  

 

Jensen (1978) argues that in an efficient market no one can achieve a return higher than what 

is expected by the market equilibrium. This implies that every test of the efficient market 

hypothesis must use an equilibrium model that defines “normal” return. Findings that show 

that an investor could achieve abnormal returns, could indicate that the market is inefficient, 

or the theoretical equilibrium model is not correctly specified. Market efficiency is not 

testable but must be included in a test of the equilibrium model (Fama, 1991).  

 

The efficient market hypothesis comes in different forms and differ by their notions of what 

is meant by the term “all available information” (Bodie et al. 2014). A weak-form hypothesis 

asserts that stock prices already reflect all information that can be derived by examining 

market trading data, e.g. historical prices, trading volume and short interest. In other words, it 

implies that if data over time would give reliable signals about future performance, all 

investors would have exploited this signal. A semi-strong-form hypothesis states that all 
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publicly available information regarding the company prospect (e.g. past prices and 

fundamental data) would be reflected in the price. A strong-form hypothesis would state that 

stock prices reflect all information regarding the company including insider information.  

 

2.3 Behavioral explanations 

Herbert A. Simon (1978) was one of the first to challenge the neo-classical rational 

assumption. He introduced the term “bounded rationality” which depart from the assumption 

of “perfect rationality”. Bounded rationality assumes that people “satisfy” rather than 

“optimize”, and that we make decisions that are rational, but within the limits of the 

information available. People do not only decide based on calculated self-interest, but for 

other reasons as well. This study, among others, laid the foundations for behavioral finance 

today.  

 

Riccardi and Simon (2000) define behavioral finance as attempts to explain and increase 

understanding of the reasoning patterns of investors, including the emotional process 

involved and the degree to which they influence the decision-making process. In other words, 

it attempts to explain what, why and how in relationship to financing and investing from a 

human perspective. For instance, behavioral finance studies financial markets, anomalies, 

speculative market bubbles and stock market crashes. Statman (1995) argues that behavior 

and psychology influence individual investors and portfolio managers’ decision-making 

process in terms of risk assessment and issues of framing. This can be seen in the process of 

establishing information of suitable level of risk, and the way investors process information 

and make decisions depending on how it is presented. There are several definitions of 

behavioral finance and different understandings of what it consists of. Barber and Odean 

(1999) argue that behavioral finance enriches economic understanding by incorporating the 

aspects of human nature into financial modelling. Olsen (1998) describes it as an attempt to 

comprehend and forecast systematic behavior in order to make correct investments decisions.  

 

Leon Festinger (1957) developed the theory of cognitive dissonance. The theory states that 

people feel internal tension and anxiety when subjected to conflicting beliefs. As individuals 

we attempt to reduce our inner conflict in one or two ways (Morton, 1993). We may change 
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our past values, feelings or opinions, and we attempt to justify or rationalize our choice. This 

theory may apply to investors in the stock markets who attempt to rationalize contradictory 

behavior so that they seem to follow naturally from personal values or viewpoints. An 

example of cognitive dissonance is change in our investment beliefs to support our financial 

decisions. In the 1990s many investors bought internet company stocks without using 

traditional (fundamental) investment style because the companies had no financial track 

record. The investors rationalized the change in their investment beliefs by arguing it is a 

“new economy” and bought stocks simply based on price momentum (Riccardi and Simon, 

2000). 

 

Tversky and Kahneman (1974) introduced the term “anchoring” and relate to how an 

individual creates different points of references for comparison. They argue that people make 

estimates by starting from an initial value that is adjusted to yield the final answer. They also 

found that arbitrary numbers could lead participants to make incorrect estimates. By doing 

different experiments every participant used the initial number as their anchor point. 

Kahneman (2011) argues that there is no systematic approach to how individuals create an 

anchor point. In relationship to finance and stock pricing we can assume that investors have 

an anchor point for “normal” price levels. When many investors see the stock market as 

“cheap”, in comparison to the anchor point, they could make the prices go up.  

 

2.4 The adaptive market hypothesis 

The adaptive market hypothesis was introduced by Lo (2004) and is a theory that combines 

the theory of the efficient market hypothesis with several theories of behavioral finance. By 

building on Simon’s (1987) notion of satisfying, he argues that individuals adapt to a 

changing environment via simple heuristics. The adaptative market hypothesis uses the 

conflicting theories of the efficient market hypothesis and behavioral finance to explain 

investor and market behavior. The theory assumes that people are motivated by self-interest, 

they naturally make mistakes and they adapt and learn from their mistakes. He argues that 

rationality and irrationality coexist. The theory believes that people are mostly rational but 

can become irrational due to high market volatility. Furthermore, the theory argues that 

investor behavior such as overconfidence, overreaction and risk aversion are consistent with 
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evolutionary models of human behavior. By learning from their mistakes, people will adapt 

based on failure or success of their strategy.  

 

2.5 Literature review 

2.5.1 Market anomalies 

Anomalies can be defined as patterns of returns that seem to contradict the efficient market 

hypothesis and are not predictable by asset pricing models. One example of a market 

anomaly is Basu’s (1983) portfolio study using P/E ratios, and it shows that portfolios of low 

P/E ratio provided higher returns than high P/E portfolios for the given sample.  The P/E ratio 

effect holds even if returns are adjusted for beta. P/E ratio can be an additional risk indicator 

and associated with abnormal returns if CAPM is used to establish the benchmark.  

 

Ball and Brown (1968) found another anomaly, namely post-earnings-announcement price 

drift. This anomaly shows that the stock’s cumulative abnormal returns tend to drift for 

several weeks following a positive earnings announcement. Earnings surprise could be 

described in many ways, e.g. higher earnings than the average of the analysts. One 

explanation for this anomaly could be investors’ under-reaction to earnings announcements. 

Another explanation could be a strong connection between earnings and price momentum.  

 

Sloan (1996) found another accounting related anomaly, and his study investigated whether 

stock prices reflect information about future earnings contained in the accrual and cash flow 

components of current earnings. By taking a long position in a portfolio with low accruals 

(high cash component % of net income) and short a portfolio with high accrual (low cash 

component % of net income) it results in an abnormal return for the given sample period.  

These examples of anomalies are just a few of many found in the empirical literature.  

 

2.5.2 Corporate financial performance 

As noted by Endrikat et al. (2014), corporate financial performance is a multidimensional 

construct and several classifications have also been introduced for different measures. The 

most widely used indicator for CFP has been accounting-based performance. Combs et al. 
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(2005) provide a three-dimensional framework for CFP that includes accounting 

performance, stock market performance, and growth. Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum and 

Strahan, (1999) point out that one of the dangers of choosing inadequate factors for 

determining a latent factor is the emergence of spurious connections, and that true 

connections are obscured. By using well known indicators for CFP, the risk of obscuring true 

connections is hopefully minimized. 

 

Hamann et al. (2013) advocate the use of four distinct dimensions of performance for firms. 

These are liquidity, profitability, growth and stock market performance. They argue that these 

dimensions should be held separated by using factors for performance distinct for each 

dimension. 

 

2.5.3 Environmental, social and governance (ESG) 

It is difficult to distinguish ESG from corporate social responsibility (CSR) because of 

subjectivity in how one should define it and the terms being closely related. Bowen (1953) 

was one of the first trying to define what a “socially responsible businessman” is. He argues 

that corporate social responsibility (CSR) expresses a fundamental morality in the way a 

company behaves toward society. He further created the foundation by which business 

executives and academics could consider strategic planning and management decision-

making. Carroll (1999) conducts a study of how corporate social responsibility has been 

defined in the literature going back to the 1960s. He finds that the term evolved into other 

variants of CSR, such as stakeholder theory (Freeman, 1984) and business ethics theory 

(Rawls, 1971). However, concepts like corporate social responsibility, sustainability, 

corporate citizenship (Carroll, 1998), the so-called triple bottom line (Elkington, 1999), or 

stakeholder management (Freeman & Reed, 1983) were concepts coined not by moral 

philosophers, but by consultants, activists, or corporate public- relations departments 

(Norman, 2013).  

 

However, not everyone supported the foundation of CSR. Friedman (1970) argued that a 

firm's objective is to pursue shareholder value and to maximize financial performance for its 

shareholders. Jensen (2002) and Tirole and Bénabou (2010) also support this statement and 
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argue that social responsibility diverts from maximizing financial performance because CSR 

comes with a cost, therefore making it a disadvantage.  

 

Van Marrewijk (2003) argues that there is no point of trying to define an all-inclusive 

definition of CSR and corporate sustainability. He argues that the “all -inclusive” definition 

should be abandoned, and various specific definitions should be accepted. Krüger (2015) 

argues that CSR has different interpretations for different stakeholders, and that it also 

implies the social and environmental dimensions, while ESG has an additional governance 

dimension. Stellner et al. (2015) argues that there is no universally accepted definition of 

CSR, and the environmental, social and governance dimensions should be included in the 

definition.  

 

The term environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors in relationship to finance goes 

back to 2004 and is a result of cooperation between the finance industry and UN Global 

Compact that created a report titled “Who Cares Wins” (UN Global Compact, 2004). The 

purpose of the cooperation was to address and integrate ESG issues in asset management, 

securities brokerage services and research. This resulted in implementing universal principles 

in business by establishing a link between the ESG issues and investment decisions related to 

these factors. The awareness of ESG factors existed long before this report, but no unified 

global framework existed due to the complexity. The report argues that an economy is 

dependent on a healthy civil society which is dependent on a sustainable planet. Therefore, 

investment decisions should have a clear self-interest in contributing to better management of 

social and environmental impacts. By taking ESG factors in consideration, the report argues 

that it may contribute to more stable and predictable financial markets because of 

transparency.  

 

Before this report, the financial analysts had issues defining ESG and measuring the business 

case. Another problem was quality and quantity of information and the analysts short-term 

focus e.g. quarterly. The report also operationalizes ESG into measurable variables and sub-

factors. Companies implementing these factors may increase share value by managing risks 

related to emerging ESG issues by anticipating regulatory changes, consumer trends and 
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accessing new markets or reduce costs. A survey conducted among European fund managers, 

analysts and investor relations officers found that 78% believe that environmental and social 

risk have a positive impact on a company’s long-term market value (UN Global Compact, 

2004).  

 

Despite this report, it is only in recent years that the awareness of ESG investing has 

increased in the stock and bond markets (Ehlers & Packer, 2017). The market for green bond 

issuance has increased from 2 billion USD in 2010 to 60 billion USD in 2017. The world’s 

largest asset management company, BlackRock, expects the global ESG exchange traded 

fund market (ETF) to be around 400 billion USD in 2028 (Blackrock, 2018). In the same 

period, 2010-2017, the Social Responsible Investment world index (SRI) has been doubled. 

The SRI is based on ESG data and exclusion of companies which have negative social or 

environmental impact (MSCI, 2020b). Several other indices variants have been created in 

recent years, and the purpose is to take climate change risk, social inequality, governance and 

transparency in consideration.  

 

However, ESG as a measure has been heavily criticized by Porter, Serafeim and Kramer 

(2019). They argue that ESG score is a myriad of metrics with little consideration of their 

financial materiality. Furthermore, they argue that these ESG criteria have been developed 

without regard to the causal link between the company's social impact and its bottom line.  

Even though ESG reporting has become more detailed in recent years, they argue that another 

problem with the ESG score is that the companies are judged on their overall performance, 

equally weighted, rather than the most salient issues of their businesses.       

                  

2.5.4 Theoretical considerations to ESG investing 

For an investor who does not have inside information about firm values and does not engage 

in active ownership to assert influence over the management, the central question is not 

whether ESG initiatives by firms create value, but whether any such value is properly 

recognized by the stock market (Hvidkjær, 2017). He argues that underreaction to ESG 

information is the main argument for outperformance, and the value of positive ESG effects 

is not recognized by the stock market. Further he states that this is a plausible hypothesis, 
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given evidence exists that the stock market underreacts in various situations. For example, 

post earnings drift announcement (Ball and Brown, 1968) and momentum (Jegadeesh & 

Titman, 1993) are evidence against market efficiency and underreaction may exist. Another 

argument is the valuation of intangible assets and underreaction. Edmans (2011) argues that 

there is evidence of underreaction to intangible assets such as R&D and likewise for ESG 

investments. ESG investments are usually intangible as well, but also tangible.  

 

Hvidkjær (2017) also argues that another reason for outperformance is that ESG investing has 

become more popular over time. The growing demand for “ESG-stocks” may push the price 

up, especially in markets where there are few ESG investment opportunities. In other words, 

the demand effect may affect the valuation. Merton (1987) argues that when a large group of 

investors ignore certain stocks, they may become undervalued. The question is how this may 

affect high/low ESG score stocks. Given that the undervaluation is “permanent”, a permanent 

low price implies higher dividend/price ratio and higher return, all else equal. This will also 

affect the sin-stocks and may imply lower returns.  

 

From a diversification perspective based on Markowitz (1959), exclusion of entire industries 

or sectors may affect broad portfolio risk-return trade-off. The question is how this will affect 

the optimal risk-return trade-off. If ESG information does not affect pricing, there is no point 

in exclusion based on the risk-return relationship and vice versa if it does. In other words, 

ESG restrictions may or may not affect the optimal portfolio. Another important factor is the 

cost of ESG information and screening, which is crucial for passive low-cost investment 

strategies. A lot of ESG data are available and reported in databases such as Thomson 

Reuters or Bloomberg, but the licenses may be very expensive for an individual investor. 

Some data are also available in companies annual (or quarterly) report. Obtaining this 

information may be very challenging as an individual, especially when it involves picking 

individual stocks.  

 

Furthermore, we must consider ESG investing penetration in the long run. Given a high level 

of awareness and penetration of ESG related investing, it is hard to see how outperformance 

could be sustained (Hvidkjær, 2017). The effect of underreaction of ESG information may 
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disappear if many investors pursue such a strategy, the demand may be temporary and 

ignored stocks may become more relevant. The question is whether a large portion of 

investors pursuing ESG strategies causes underperformance. Of course, this is not given and 

Hvidkjær (2017) argues that we must take it into consideration how close we are to a steady-

state level of ESG investing and Merton’s (1987) argument of ignored stocks.  

 

It is important to note that we are dealing with complex terms that are comprised of multiple 

different factors. This is true for the combined expression for ESG, as well as the individual 

E, S and G terms. Endrikat et al. (2014) mentions that there exists no commonly shared 

understanding of the term environmental performance, and that different studies use different 

measures for environmental factors. 

 

The social dimension is also complex in nature, as noted by Devinney (2009) where he points 

out that the science of CSR is suffering because there are so many different aspects 

encompassing this term that are trying to combine it all will not produce any empirical 

rebuttal or validation. Love (2011) states that a source of bias in her meta study comes from 

the fact that so many ways are used to operationalize the governance factor across different 

studies. 

 

2.5.5 Empirical ESG and corporate financial performance literature (CFP) 

A fundamental question in the ESG-CFP literature is how the ESG factors affect an investor's 

portfolio and the risk-return characteristics of the portfolio (Hvidkjær, 2017). Previous 

literature has looked at “sin-stocks” relative to various benchmarks, ESG ratings and 

screening in relationship to returns, event studies that indicate that the stock market does not 

respond positively to ESG initiatives by firms, ESG in relationship to the cost of capital and 

how active ownership in relation to ESG can create value for shareholders and stakeholders 

(Hvidkjær, 2017).  

 

Hong and Kacperczyk (2009) investigate the effect of negative screening for sin-stocks 

defined as U.S tobacco, alcohol and gambling firms. These stocks are neglected by many 
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institutional investors. They found that sin-stocks outperform comparable stocks by 3-4% 

return yearly using 1926-2006 as a sample, but not all results are robust controlling for 

analyst coverage and market-to-book value as a control variable. The returns are calculated 

using a Fama-French factor model, but only significant at the 10% level for the standard 3-

factor model. 

 

Kempf and Osthoff (2007) construct long-short value-weighted portfolios from the S&P500 

and DS 400 stocks in the period 1992-2004. They find 4-factor significant alphas of around 

5% year using data from 1992-2004 using industry-adjusted ESG scores. Borgers, Derwall, 

Koedijk and Horst (2013) show that the ESG outperformance in Kempf and Osthoff’s study 

is significant until 2004, and after that they are close to zero and insignificant. This goes to 

show that the time aspect can have an impact on the effect of ESG.  

 

Auer (2016) studies the effect of exclusionary screening on portfolio Sharpe ratios using ESG 

ratings for the companies included in the Stoxx 600 index using 2004-2012 data. The main 

result of the study is that the Sharpe ratio of the stocks increases when excluding stocks with 

poor governance rating, while exclusionary screening based on environment and social 

factors does not affect Sharpe ratios. However, the sample period is short, so the test power is 

low.  

 

Some studies seeking to investigate the relationship between ESG and CFP have focused on a 

specific geographical area. Velte (2017) uses regression on data from companies based in 

Germany, and finds a significant positive connection between ESG score, individual pillar 

score and CFP represented by ROA, but no significant result for a connection to Tobin's Q. 

Doque-Grisales and Aguilera-Caracuel (2019) look at the connection between ESG and CFP 

for multinational companies operating in emerging markets based in South-America, where 

they find a negative connection. Hoang, Przychodzen, Przychodzen and Segbotangni (2020) 

use disaggregated environmental factors in a regression analysis of data collected from 361 

U.S companies and find that greenhouse gas emissions generally seem to be the most 

influential environmental factor towards CFP. However, the connection seems to differ 

between both negative and positive considering what financial measure is used.  
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In a second level meta study done by Friede, Busch and Bassen (2015) the point of interest is 

specifically the relationship between ESG and CFP. They conducted their meta study with 

basis on 60 other meta studies concerning this subject. They find that for equities, the existing 

research shows 52,2% positive relationship between ESG and CFP, while 4,4% are negative. 

In non-portfolio studies, a total of n=568, they find a positive connection in 56,7% of the 

studies, while 5,8% are negative. Neutral or mixed results comprise the last 37,5%. Their 

results show an overall positive connection between ESG and CFP. However, it must be 

noted that this meta study is from 2015, and several later studies have investigated the 

subject. Therefore, the total percentage in this line of research may have changed.  

 

Khan, Serafeim and Yoon (2016) analyze the relationship between CFP and ESG by 

classifying ESG data as material and immaterial on an industry level. By creating stock 

portfolio return regressions and firm level panel regressions, they find that companies with 

good ratings on material sustainability significantly outperform companies with poor ratings. 

They also find that companies with good ratings on immaterial sustainability do not 

significantly outperform companies with poor ratings.  

 

The large body of literature concerning the relationship between ESG and CFP finds different 

results, much depending on which ESG measures they incorporate and what financial 

performance factors are included. The differing results also highlights the complexity of the 

term ESG and the lack of a set standard in both reporting and database use. The literature also 

provides some insight into what implications the relationship has for investors.  

 

2.5.6 Environmental screens 

Guenster, Bauer, Derwall and Koedijk (2011) use Innovest eco-efficiency data with measures 

on operating performance and equity valuation. They find that eco-efficient companies 

become more expensive, as measured by Tobin’s Q, from 1997 to 2004. Halbritter and 

Dorfleitner (2015) used a long-short 4-factor model approach yielding an alpha of 6,6% per 

year during the sample period 1990-2001. For the sample period of 2002-2012 they find 
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insignificant and negative alphas. Statman and Glushkov (2009) found no evidence of 

outperformance based on KLD environmental scores from 1992-2007.  

 

2.5.7 Social screens 

Edmans (2011) explores the relationship between employee satisfaction and stock returns. He 

found that a value-weighted portfolio of the “100 Best Companies to Work for in America” 

earned an annual four-factor alpha of 3,5% from 1984 to 2009. The model controls for firm 

specific characteristics and different weighting methodologies. Edmans (2011) argues that the 

market fails to incorporate the intangible information, and the prices are corrected as the 

information become tangible through higher earnings.  

 

2.5.8 Governance screens 

Gompers, Ishii and Metrick (2003) construct a firm-level governance index over shareholder 

rights. A firm with weak shareholder rights would have a high index score and strong 

governance would have a low index score. They use a sample of 1500 large US firms from 

1990-1999, and they create portfolio that is long in the 10% lowest scoring and 10% short in 

the highest scoring companies. The portfolio yielded an abnormal return of 8,5% per year. 

Bebchuk, Cohen and Wang (2013) extended the sample size of Gompers, Ishii and Metrick 

(2003) to cover 1990-2008. They found that the abnormal returns are insignificant during 

2000-2008. They also argue that “good governance” firms tend to report more positive 

earnings surprises than poor governance firms in the 1990s, but the relationship disappears in 

the 2000s.  

 

Gu and Hackbarth (2013) use Gompers, Ishii and Metrick (2003) as a base, and identifies that 

the relationship between stock returns and governance is concentrated among high 

transparency firms (as measured by the distribution of analyst’s forecasts). They argue that 

highly transparent firms are more valuable takeover targets because acquirers can bid more 

effectively and identify synergies more precisely.  
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2.6 Conceptual SEM-model 

The SEM-model is often used to find a connection between observable indicators and latent 

factors. We have used an explorative approach for the ESG and CFP indicators because we 

have no benchmark model and the literature is lacking. See 3.2 for description of the SEM-

models and 4.4-4.5 for results.  

  

The goal of a SEM model is to understand the pattern of correlations between different 

variables and explain as much of the variance as possible with a research model specified 

(Bowen & Guo, 2012). Before constructing an empirical model, it is important to have an 

already established idea for a scientific model which is based on prior research or empirical 

studies (Bowen & Guo, 2012). Below is the conceptual model for the latent variables we 

would like to test.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Conceptual research model using structural equation models (SEM) 

  

Based on the literature presented in chapter 2, this conceptual model became the basis for our 

further work with the concept of ESG and CFP. There is little unity among investors and 

financial institutions about what ESG should consist of, and we wanted to expand the 

knowledge of the subject. This is done by seeing what independent variables combine into 

different factors by setting up an explorative factor analysis. Further, the factors will be tested 

by using a confirmatory factor analysis and looking for Granger causality for some ESG 

variables. The variables used as indicators for the environmental, social and governance 
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factors is based on MSCI (2020a). The variables are then combined in a full SEM-model and 

analyzed using LISREL 10.0. 

  

The main purpose here will be to expand the term ESG and shedding light on factors used by 

Thomson Reuters Asset4 database. This can be done by investigating whether these factors 

can contribute to some explanatory power in relationship to the corporate financial 

performance of different companies. The main difficulties of this are that the terms in the 

model are complex and the data reported by different companies will vary.  

  

2.6.1 Operationalization of the latent variables 

The complex conceptual model emphasizes the importance of operationalization of the latent 

constructs to ensure term validity. Due to lack of data and poor quality for the social and 

governance factors, many latent factors are impossible to operationalize using Thomson 

Reuters Asset4. The latent factors that are possible to test will somewhat be linked to core 

operations. The operationalization will be based on MSCI (2020a) using an explorative 

approach and test different models. The goal is not to operationalize the “entire” 

environmental, social and governance dimensions, but different subfactors given what data 

are available. The hypothesized latent constructs will be shown in chapter 4.  

Environment  

The environmental variables used are based on resource use and pollution for the different 

companies. All the reported corporate environmental data regarding pollution are estimates, 

so measurement error could occur.  

Social  

Some of the social data that is available is hard to separate into factors due to being closely 

related. The focus here is to operationalize social policies that may affect core operations. 

However, the data that are available has mixed quality in terms of richness of information.  

Governance 

The focus using latent governance factors is taking polices regarding management and 

corporate behavior into consideration. The challenge in operationalizing these factors is also 
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that the data available are hard to separate into unique factors. Almost all governance data 

that are available are dichotomous variables. 

Corporate financial performance 

The operationalization of CFP is based on Hamann et al. (2013). CFP is separated into 

profitability, liquidity, growth and stock market performance. They have tested different 

variables and found indicators with good fit. We will mainly focus on operationalizing 

profitability using indicators based on NBIM (2015) which are ROA, ROE and ROIC. 

Growth will be operationalized as 1-year employee growth, 1-year total asset growth and 1-

year net sales growth. Other indicators will also be tested.  

 

2.6.2 SEM-model hypotheses  

Based on the literature in chapter 2 and the developed conceptual model, four hypotheses 

have been developed.  

 

H1S: The latent environmental factor has either a significant positive effect or a significant 

negative effect on profitability and growth.  

This view is derived from different sources. Gallego-Alvarez, Segura and Martinéz-Ferrero 

(2014) find that environmentally friendly policies are positive for corporate financial 

performance. The findings from Lewandowski (2017) suggest that making progress towards 

mitigating climate change has a negative effect on stock prices, while Busch and Hoffmann 

(2011) find mixed results. Busch and Hoffmann (2011) find a positive connection between 

lower greenhouse gas emissions and return for investors. They found a negative effect for the 

connection between the way companies address climates change and accounting-based CFP.  

 

H2S: The latent social factor has a positive contribution to profitability and growth. 

Companies with socially responsible practices will have an overall better corporate financial 

performance than those who do not.  

Benson and Davidson (2010) find that firms with a higher aggregate stakeholder management 

scores have a higher firm value. Crook, Ketchen, Combs and Todd (2008) find a significant 
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positive relationship between socially responsible practices and corporate financial 

performance in their meta study.  

  

H3S: The latent governance factor has a positive or negative significant effect on profitability 

and growth.  

When it comes to governance, the literature has some mixed results as well. For example, 

Lai, Li and Li (2016) find no result significantly different from zero for portfolios 

differentiated on governance factors. This is also supported by Core, Guay and Rusticus 

(2006), who find no significant results for the governance factor. Gompers, Ishii and Metrick 

(2003) find that firms with weak shareholder rights exhibit significant stock market 

underperformance. Chen et al. (2007), find that firms with good corporate governance 

outperform those with weak corporate governance.  

  

H4S: Profitability has a significant positive or negative effect on growth.  

This is supported by Cho and Pucik (2005) where they find a significant positive effect for 

growth on profitability. Ramezani, Soenen and Jung (2002) found that their measures of 

corporate profitability and value for shareholders generally rise with growth, but at a certain 

level of growth it adversely affects profitability. The firms that exhibit moderate growth 

generally have a higher value creation for their owners. Since we investigate the relationship 

from profitability to growth, we do not set any condition on the direction of the effect. 

 

2.7 Hypotheses panel data regression models  

Below we present four different hypotheses used to investigate the relationship in the panel 

data regression models. The hypotheses are also based on the literature in chapter 2. These 

hypotheses are named with a P to the end of it, so it is not confused with the hypotheses for 

the SEM-models.  

 

H1P: ESG score has a significant positive or negative effect on yearly stock returns.  
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Whether ESG score has a positive or negative effect on stock returns is not clear in the 

empirical literature, and it is not given that a high ESG score from one year to another 

impacts the return. However, given recent investor attention it might be unclear what the 

effect is. There is also evidence for investors reacting negatively to positive CSR news 

(Krüger, 2015). Franzén (2019) also analyzes the effect of ESG, environmental, social and 

governance factors on stock returns and finds mixed results in terms of positive/negative 

signs and level of significance. Their analysis is based on companies in the S&P 500 going 

back to 2002 and concludes that there is no reliable evidence that ESG and its pillars (E, S 

and G) have any significant explanatory power on stock returns.  

  

H2P: ROA and ROE have a positive significant effect on yearly stock returns. 

Another question is if fundamental indicators of corporate financial performance are good 

indicators for stock returns. These variables are indicators of quality, and we would assume 

that companies with a high ROA and ROE over time would yield a positive return. However, 

the effect might be unclear for the large sample size. This has been pointed out by NBIM 

(2015), where they state that the quality factor, where ROA and ROE are included, has a 

positive effect on stocks when used in a portfolio setting.   

  

H3P: Lagged (1) ROA and ROE have a significant positive effect on yearly stock returns. 

Using the lagged values of ROA and ROE may have more predictive power based on the 

assumption that the stock markets react to earnings surprises in the annual income statement 

and the quality anomaly. However, on a yearly basis, other factors and external events or 

happenings can affect the return. The quarterly reports may also contain this information and 

make financial information in the annual income statement less relevant.   

  

H4P: Environmental, social and governance pillar scores have a positive or negative 

significant effect on yearly stock returns, and controversies score has a positive significant 

effect on yearly stock returns.   

There is no clear evidence that having a high environmental, social and governance score is 

rewarded in the stock market (Franzén, 2019). However, we would assume that over time less 
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environmentally friendly companies which e.g. are very CO2 intensive, might be forced to 

choose more environmentally friendly solutions which might come at a significant cost, but 

might not be the case for the given sample. Companies who are lacking in reporting are also 

penalized with a lower score. The social and governance effects might have a more indirect 

effect on the core operations, and the signs could be plus or minus. Aouadi and Marsat (2018) 

analyzed the relationship between market value and ESG controversies score using a sample 

of 4000 companies from 58 countries. They found that the ESG controversies score is 

positive and significantly related to stock returns. 
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3 Research method 

3.1 Introduction 

In this section the research methods used to analyze the relationship between ESG and CFP, 

and the validity and reliability for the methodical approaches are discussed. To analyze the 

relationship, we have used a cross-sectional approach by using SEM-models and a time series 

approach by using panel data regression and a portfolio approach. The reasoning for this 

approach is that the relationship is complex and needs to be analyzed using different 

methodological approaches.  

 

3.1.1 Description of data and sample of companies to be analyzed 

Appendix 8 shows the full list of variables we have used to explore the relationship between 

CFP and ESG. For the environmental factor, the variables based on pollution are continuous 

and some are dichotomous variables. The social and governance factors are complex and hard 

to measure, and most of the data are dichotomous variables. A challenge using ESG data is 

missing data and inconsistency which limits the sample size. Most of the proxies for CFP 

data are accounting related data. 

 

The S&P500 is an index for large cap U.S companies and covers approximately 80% of U.S 

market capitalization (S&P Dow Jones Indices, 2020). Stoxx 600 is an index for large, mid, 

and small cap companies based on 17 European countries (Stoxx, 2020). Both indices are 

value weighted. The reason for choosing the constituents of these indices is the availability of 

ESG data which is a prerequisite.  

 

3.2 SEM-models 

To investigate the term ESG and the connection between the data contained in the ESG score 

and corporate financial performance, a SEM model will be used. This is a powerful tool that 

utilizes the covariance matrix for the data collected and sees whether this can be explained by 

a model one has specified. This tool excels at finding connections between data if the model 

specification is good. The purpose of using a SEM model is taking unobservable latent 

factors in consideration when exploring the relationship between corporate financial 

performance and ESG, something which cannot be observed directly.  
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3.2.1 Time period and dataset for ESG in SEM model 

The dataset for the SEM model is gathered from Thomson Reuters Datastream. This is a 

financial database that contains a multitude of data from different financial instruments. In 

addition to this, Thomson Reuters also contains data for the ESG variables that are used to 

calculate the ESG score for firms across the globe.  

 

The extracted data consist of all the companies contained in the S&P 500 and Stoxx 600 

indices at the start of February 2020. The datapoints included are composed of both ESG 

measures and financial performance data for all the companies. Ideally one would like to 

have a longer time dimension than one year, but there is inconsistency in reporting from the 

companies and many lack datapoints in earlier years. The explorative and confirmatory factor 

analysis and the SEM models are based on using data from 2018. We will focus on creating a 

reliable model instead of testing different time periods. See appendix 8 for a list of ESG data 

and financial performance variables that have been used. 

 

To have a set of data with as many reported datapoints as possible, the chosen companies are 

comprised of the firms listed in S&P 500 and Stoxx 600 indices. The reason why is that both 

U.S and European companies report many of these factors compared to other countries. For 

example, Hassan & Romilly (2018) end up with most companies coming from the US and 

UK when looking at a global dataset. Research also suggests that ESG factors have an effect 

for companies in countries outside Europe and the U.S. A study by Utz (2018) compared 

Japanese, European, US and Asia-Pacific corporations found that the effect of CSR (ESG) 

was a significant predictor for lower idiosyncratic risk across all the regions, implying that 

ESG has an effect not only in western countries.  

 

In order to minimize the amount of missing data in the sample, it is necessary to make a 

qualitative and quantitative assessment of the dataset and decide which ESG factors we can 

include and which factors are lacking too much data to perform an analysis on. This is 

accomplished by looking at the different factors and seeing how many of them are missing. 
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Furthermore, we will conduct an exploratory and confirmative factor analysis to find which 

factors comprise a latent factor.  

 

There are not many previous studies in this field that use disaggregated ESG factors. 

Therefore, it is necessary to expand the knowledge concerning the ESG factors, and their 

connection to financial performance. This is highlighted by Endrikat et al. (2014) which 

shows the need for more research into the circumstances shaping the link between 

environmental performance and financial performance. Friede et al. (2015) point out that 

future research should look at the effect of specific ESG sub-criteria on CFP to expand on the 

understanding of their possible connection.  

 

3.2.2 Test specification SEM-models 

3.2.2.1 Estimation technique  

The SEM-models use the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation technique and algorithms to 

generate starting values. There are several other estimation techniques, but all techniques are 

dependent on sample size, type of data and distribution. ML fits the sample sizes we are 

working with, and it is the most used technique and is usually the default estimation 

technique in SEM statistical software (Bowen & Guo, 2012). The ML estimator is defined as 

 11
log ( 1) log ( ) ( ( ) )

2
L N tr S c                                                         (1) 

where log is the natural logarithm, L is the likelihood function, N is the sample size, t is the 

parameter vector, σ-θ is the model implied covariance matrix and | σ-θ | its determinant, tr is 

the trace matrix and c is a constant that contains terms of the Wishart distribution that do not 

change once the sample is given (Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger & Müller, 2003).  

 

ML estimation technique also have assumptions and assume that data are continuous and 

multivariate normal distributed. ML also assumes that σ-θ are positive defined, and the 

matrices must be nonsingular. Bollen (1989) found that if the model is specified correctly and 

the sample size is sufficiently large, ML provides parameter estimates and standard errors 

that are asymptotically unbiased, consistent, and efficient.  
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A limitation of ML is the assumption of multivariate normality. Violation of this assumption 

can lead to very misleading results. However, ML seems to be quite robust against violation 

of the normality assumption (Boomsma & Hoogland, 2001; Chou & Bentler, 1995; Curran, 

West & Finch, 1996; Muthén & Muthén, 2002; West, Finch & Curran, 1995). Simulations 

suggest that ML parameter estimates are still consistent, but not necessarily efficient. Satorra 

and Bentler (1994) developed a correction for ML so it could account for nonnormality which 

is a robust estimation technique that has good statistical properties. The robust estimation 

requires an asymptotic covariance matrix that corrects for skewness and kurtosis in addition 

to the model implied covariance matrix. The nonnormality test developed by Mardia and 

Foster (1983) shows that skewness, kurtosis and joint skewness and kurtosis can be tested, 

which follows an approximate Chi-square distribution. For all the following models we will 

test for nonnormality using the following hypothesis and test statistics: 
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3.2.2.2 SEM goodness of fit indices  

There are several goodness of fit indices, but we are using the indices that are most used 

which is based on Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger and Müller (2003). 

Chi-sqaure test 

The chi-square tests if the population covariance matrix is equal to the model implied 

covariance matrix. The hypothesis and the test statistics are the following: 
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0H : ( )   and 1H : ( )                                                                   (6)

^
2 ( ) ( 1) ( , ( ))df N F S                                                                          (7) 

The test has strict statistical assumptions and will often reject the null hypothesis when the 

sample size is large (Hammervold & Olsson, 2012). The test assumes that the implied model 

holds in the population. For models that deviate from the multivariate normal distribution we 

are using the Satorra and Bentler (1988) Chi-square (C3) that corrects for nonnormality. 

Rejecting the null hypothesis implies that the data does not conform to the model, but we 

must take all the goodness of fit indices into account.  

 

Root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and close-fit-test 

RMSEA is a less strict statistical test compared to the Chi-square-test and RMSEA measures 

the deviation per degree of freedom between the implied covariance matrix and sample 

covariance matrix. Using the following hypothesis and test statistics we test for close fit. 

0H :  EA  0,05  and 1H :  EA > 0,05                                                     (8) 

    

^
^ ( , ( ) 1

max ,  0
1

a

F S

df N




  
        

                                                        (9) 

RMSEA as close to zero as possible indicates good fit (Steiger, 1990). Browne and Cudeck 

(1993) define “close fit” as RMSEA value less than or equal to 0,05. Browne and Cudeck 

(1993) also argue that values between 0,05 and 0,08 is an adequate fit and values between 

0,08 and 0.10 as mediocre fit and values greater than 0,10 as not acceptable fit. Hu and 

Bentler (1999) suggest that RMSEA of less than 0.05 should be a cutoff-criteria. The close-fit 

test is a variant of the Chi-square-test but using a non-central distributed chi-square and uses 

RMSEA or the p-value as a test statistic. A p-value over 0,10 indicates good fit and a value 

between 0,05 and 0,1 indicate acceptable fit.  
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Standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) 

SRMR is an index for the average of the standardized residuals between the sample 

covariance matrix and the estimated covariance matrix. The index is dependent on sample 

size and is sensitive for not correctly specified models (Hu & Bentler, 1998; Schermelleh-

Engel et al., 2003). A rule of thumb, based on Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003), is that values 

under 0,05 is a good fit and values between 0,10 and 0,05 is an acceptable fit.  

The residuals are first divided by the standard deviation i iiS S  and j jjS S  of the 

respective manifest variables, which leads to a standardized residual matrix 

ˆ / ( )ij ij i jr S S                                                                                         (10) 

where ijr  is the observed correlation between the respective variables.  

 

Goodness of fit index (GFI) and adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) 

GFI measures the relative amount of variance and covariance in the empirical covariance 

matrix that is predicted by the model-implied covariance matrix (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1989). 

The test implies testing how much better the model fits as compared to “no model at all”, e.g. 

all parameters fixed to zero (Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003).  

2

2
1 1t t

n n

F
GFI

F




                                                                             (11) 

Where n  is the chi-square of the null model, t  is the chi-square of the target model and F 

is corresponding minimum fit function value.  

 

The GFI index ranges between zero and one, where values close to one indicate good fit. The 

usual rule of thumb for this index is that 0.95 is an indication of good fit relative to the 

baseline model and 0.90 is an acceptable fit (Marsh & Grayson, 1995; Schumacker & Lomax, 

1996).  
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Jöreskog and Sörbom (1989) developed the adjusted goodness-of-fit index to adjust for bias 

resulting from model complexity. AGFI adjusts for the model’s degrees of freedom relative 

to the number of observed variables and therefore rewards less complex models with fewer 

parameters. AGFI is given by: 
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                                                            (12) 

where n  is the chi-square of the null model, t  is the chi-square of the target model and 

ndf  is the number of degrees of freedom for the null model and tdf  is the number of degrees 

of freedom for the target model. AGFI range between zero and one, with larger values 

indicating a better fit. A rule of thumb for this index is that 0,90 indicate good fit relative to 

the baseline model and values greater than 0,85 may be considered as an acceptable fit. Both 

indices decrease with increasing model complexity, especially for smaller sample sizes 

(Anderson & Gerbing, 1984).  

 

Normal fit index (NFI) and Nonnormed fit index (NNFI) 

NFI ranges from 0 to 1 and a higher value indicates a better fit (Schermelleh-Engel et al., 

2003). The usual rule of thumb for NFI is that 0,95 indicate a good fit relative to the baseline 

model and values greater than 0,90 is an acceptable fit (Marsh & Grayson, 1995; Schumacker 

& Lomax, 1996).  
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A problem with NFI is that it is affected by sample size (Bearden, Sharma & Teel, 1982). 

Bentler and Bonnet (1980) developed NNFI to handle this problem. NNFI also ranges from 0 

to 1. A rule of thumb for NNFI is that 0,97 is an indicator of good fit relative to the 

independence model and values greater than 0,95 may be interpreted as an acceptable fit. 

More complex models (less restrictive) are penalized by a downward adjustment. NNFI is 

less affected by sample size (Bentler, 1990; Bollen, 1990; Hu & Bentler, 1995, 1998) 
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Comparative fit index (CFI) 

CFI compares the model with an alternative independence model and ranges from 0 to 1 

(Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003). A rule of thumb is that 0,97 indicate good fit relative to the 

independence model and values greater than 0,95 may indicate an acceptable fit. CFI is less 

affected by sample size (Bentler, 1990; Bollen 1990; Hu & Bentler, 1995, 1998, 1999).  
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                                                        (15) 

 

Description measures of model parsimony 

Parsimony is important in assessing model fit and serves as a criterion for choosing between 

alternative models (Hu & Bentler, 1995). Parsimony Goodness-of-fit Index (PGFI), 

Parsimony Normed Fit Index (PNFI) and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) adjust for 

model parsimony when assessing the fit of SEM-models.  

 

Parsimony Goodness-of-Fit Index (PGFI), Parsimony Normed Fit Index (PNFI) and 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

PGFI and PNFI are modifications of GFI and NFI (Mulaik et al., 1989; James et al., 1982). 

PGFI and PNFI both range between 0 and 1 and higher values indicating more parsimonious 

fit, but they are not standardized between 0 and 1.  
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                                                                                  (16) 
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                                                                                   (17) 

AIC adjusts the Chi-square for the number of estimated parameters and can be used to 

compare models. It is not possible to interpret an isolated AIC value, and the minimum AIC 

value of another comparable model is regarded as the best fitting model.  

2 log 2AIC L t                                                                            (18)  
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3.2.3 Panel data regression models 

To account for individual heterogeneity and time specific differences we have created 

different panel data models to explore the relationship between corporate financial 

performance and ESG for the S&P500 and Stoxx 600 companies. The purpose of these 

models is to get a better understanding of the data by looking at specific industries, within 

industry and cross-industry differences. To look at these differences we have used descriptive 

statistics, analysis of variance and panel data regression. The panel data models are also used 

to test for Granger-causality, see section 3.5. All the panel data models will be tested for 

autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity in chapter 4.  

 

3.2.3.1 Time period and dataset for the panel data models 

The sample for the models is based on annual data from 2010 to 2018. For a full list of all 

variables see appendix 8. The ESG data used for panel data regression is the ESG scores for 

the individual companies. By using disaggregated ESG data from the Thomson Reuters 

database, missing data would be a severe problem and might lead to sample bias. 

Nevertheless, ESG score values in some of the panel data models are missing due to the fact 

that not all companies are rated for the entire period. For the corporate financial performance 

data, we have used proxies based on NBIM (2015) and Hamann et al. (2013).   

 

3.2.3.2 Panel data regression: fixed or random effects 

To determine the type of regression model, we used the Hausman-test based on Hausman and 

Taylor (1981). The test has the following hypothesis and test statistics: 

0H :  Random effets  and 1H :  Fixed effects                                                  (19) 

0 1 0 1Random effects: Y ( ) ( )

where the error term is: 
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0 1Fixed effects: Y  where
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2 Hausman statistic is distributed as  and is computed as:The   
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 where  

 

 is the coefficient vector from the consistent estimator

 is the coefficient vector from the effcient estimator
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The fixed effect regression model takes time and entity specific differences that vary from 

company to company in consideration. Random effects assume that the entity specific effects 

are uncorrelated with the other explanatory variables, and the entities are drawn from a 

population by using random sampling.  

 

3.2.3.3 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

To explore the relationship between corporate financial performance and ESG we have used 

one-way ANOVA and Scheffe confidence-interval using the general industry classification 

standard (GISC) as a group variable. The hypothesis, the test specification and the Scheffe’s 

simultaneous 95% confidence intervals are the following:  

0 1 2H :  ... a      and 1H :  atleast two different                                       (21) 

F=  A

E

MS

MS
                                                                                      (22) 

1 2 1 2 0,05
1 2

1 1
 X ( 1)  *  *EX k F MS

n n
                                                  (23) 

where F is the test statistic, X is the average values, k is the amount of average values to be 

compared, 1n and 2n  is the group populations, 0,05F  is the degree of freedom for the F-statistic 

and EMS is the residual.  

 

3.3 Time series approach using stock portfolios 

3.3.1 Portfolio selection criteria 

To determine which companies to include in the different portfolios, we have used different 

proxies for ESG and corporate financial performance. The portfolios are based on companies 
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in the S&P500 and Stoxx 600 indices using monthly data from 2010 to 2018. The risk-free 

rate used is the 10-year US Treasury yield adjusted to constant maturity.  

 

A common factor used for corporate financial performance is the corporate quality aspect 

(NBIM, 2015). The quality factor has been defined differently in the literature and different 

approaches have been used (Novy-Marx, 2013; Fama & French, 2014; Sloan 1996; Piotroski, 

2000; Asness, Frazzini & Pedersen, 2014; Graham, 1973). NBIM (2015) defined quality to 

consist of three categories: profitability, safety and earnings stability/quality. We have used 

the same approach and constructed quality portfolios by using the following variables: ROA, 

ROIC, ROE, leverage and the standard deviation of earnings per share. For each variable we 

have selected the top 33% and the bottom 33% by creating a ranking system. The ranking 

system sorted the companies from 1 to 3, with 1 being the top 33% and 3 being the bottom 

33%, across the different quality variables and summarized the results per company. 

Companies with the lowest 33% aggregated value were included in the top portfolio, while 

the companies with the highest 33% aggregated value were included in the bottom portfolio. 

Companies with high ROA, ROIC, ROE, low leverage and low variation in earnings would 

be included in the top 33% and vice versa for the bottom 33%. Each portfolio is rebalanced 

after one year with the same criteria.  

 

Portfolios based on ESG scores are a proxy for sustainable companies and is common in the 

literature (Landi and Sciarelli, 2019; Verheyden, Eccles and Feiner, 2016; Franzén, 2019).  

We have also constructed a top and bottom 33% CO2 portfolio based on aggregated direct 

and indirect CO2 emissions. The purpose of this portfolio is to investigate how CO2 exposure 

would affect cumulative returns. There are other indicators and variables for environmental 

exposure, but missing data is a problem and the effective sample size would be small. The 

complexity in sustainability will be considered in the SEM-models. These portfolios are also 

rebalanced with the same criteria after one year.  
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3.3.2 Portfolio risk measures  

To analyze the risk-return relationship for the portfolios we have used the portfolio standard 

deviation of returns, expected return, Sharpe ratio, mean absolute deviation, value at risk and 

the conditional value at risk (expected shortfall).  

 

The expected portfolio return is calculated by the sum of the security weight multiplied by 

the expected individual stock return. 
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                                                                            (24) 

The portfolio variance is calculated by the weight of the individual stocks multiplied by the 

variance-covariance matrix of returns. The portfolio standard deviation is the square root of 

the portfolio variance.  
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p                                               (25) 

The Sharpe Ratio is the return on the portfolio minus the risk-free rate divided by the 
standard deviation of the portfolio. The ratio is the average return earned in excess of the 
risk-free rate per unit of volatility or total risk. 

Sharpe Ratio = p f

p

R R
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The mean absolute deviation (MAD) is the average of the absolute deviation of data points 

from their mean.  
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The value at risk (VaR) is a risk measure that quantifies the level of risk over a specific 

period of time. In other words, one measures the potential loss given the probability of 

occurrence. We have used the Excel-formula PERCENTILE.XCE to calculate VaR using a 

significance level of 5%. A more general notation to calculate VaR for each portfolio is the 

following notation: 

:  ( ( ) ) ( )aLong p V a VaR F VaR     and :  1 ( )aShort p F VaR               (28) 
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Where p= confidence level p ,  change in asset price for the time period aV   and 

F ( ) is the cumulative distribution of a x V  

 

The conditional value at risk is the average of the equal or less observed return for each 

portfolio given value at risk for the portfolio.  
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                                                                (29) 

 

3.4 Granger-causality 

Correlation does not equal causality and therefore makes it difficult for econometric models 

to measure causality directly. The term Granger-causality is used instead of direct causality. 

A definition for Granger-causality is that a time series x can be said to Granger-cause y if 

lagged x-values have statistically significant coefficients in the equation for y. This is done to 

form a better understanding of the environmental, social and governance variables 

(Lütkepohl, 2005)1.  

 

To test for Granger-causality one must utilize a VAR model introduced by Sims (1980). This 

is an extension to the AR model. Using this it is possible to test the relationship between 

multiple variables at the same time. In this system, each variable has its own equation, and 

determine whether some variables are exogeneous or endogenous, is done by hypothesis 

testing. This is essentially testing for Granger-causality.   
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                                                      (30) 

12

21

Granger-causality from x to y implies that β  is significant different from zero in the equation for y

Granger-causality from y to x implies that β  is significant different from zero in the equation for x
 

 
1 Discusses the use of Granger-causality mainly in chapters 2, 3 and 4. 
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Granger-causality can also be tested using panel data. Dumitrescu and Hurlin (2012) build on 

Granger (1969) and developed a test for panel data structure. We have used this test by 

downloading an add-in, named st0507 (Lopez & Weber, 2017), using STATA 16.0. We have 

done the same Granger-causality test on different samples due to test limitations. The samples 

used for testing Granger-causality are based on different business sectors for the 

environmental, social and governance variables. Due to ESG term complexity we have 

isolated the environmental, social and governance variables to test for Granger causality. The 

hypothesis and test statistic for the panel data is denoted as the following:  

  

0
H : X does not Granger - cause Y and 1H : X Granger -cause Y for one or more panels                              

(31) 
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where Z


 is the test statistic, K is the lag order, T is the time variable, N is the sample size 

and W is the Wald test statistic.  

 

3.4.1 Time period and dataset for testing Granger-causality 

The data used for investigating Granger-causality is comprised of data for the companies 

included in S&P 500 and STOXX 600 indices from 2010 to 2018. This is extracted from 

Thomson Reuters Datastream and ASSET4. For the description of the variables used in the 

panel data Granger-causality, see appendix 8.  

 

3.5 Validity and reliability 

In this section we will discuss the methodical choices we have done to analyze the 

relationship between corporate financial performance and ESG. We will discuss the 

reliability and validity for the Granger-causality test, SEM-models, panel data models and the 

stock portfolios we constructed. We will also discuss methodical limitations and different 

types of bias that might affect the results. Validity is about how we can have valid 
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conclusions based on the results, and to what extent the results measures what they are 

supposed to measure. Reliability is the extent to which results can be reproduced when 

research is repeated under the same conditions (Ringdal, 2018).  

 

3.5.1 Granger-causality tests 

For the Granger-causality panel data tests we must question the validity of the test. The null 

hypothesis of the test is no Granger-causality, and the alternative hypothesis is that the 

variable Granger-cause the other variable for at least one company (panel). The test is only 

based on one dependent continuous variable and one independent continuous variable. 

Another constrain on this test is the requirement of no missing data and that each panel has 

variation over the time-period for the given variable. This requirement severely affects the 

sample size for the environmental and governance factor and the number of variables that is 

possible to test.  

 

A problem with the full panel data sample, where all business sectors are included, is that the 

Granger-causality test may become significant due to the large sample size and the test is 

therefore not very informative. Therefore, we will test on a sector level. However, this can 

lead to a sample bias. For the selected variables there may also be a selection bias because 

variables with the least missing data was selected, but no missing data is also a requirement.  

 

3.5.2 SEM-models 

For the SEM-models we are facing the same problem compared to Granger-causality test. 

The full SEM-models requires no missing data to estimate the goodness of fit indices and the 

path diagram. In terms of validity, we must select variables that have no missing data and be 

in accordance with existing theory. To ensure validity of the term ESG, we must evaluate if 

the selected variables measure ESG and not something else. 

 

In terms of reliability for the ESG-CFP SEM-models we have no benchmark model, as far as 

we know, and based on our observations we find this lacking or non-existent in the literature. 
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By using cross-sectional SEM-models with some of the same variables we will test different 

models and see if some variables have a good fit for the different models.  

 

For measuring CFP, we base ourselves on the paper by Hamann et al. (2013), where the 

dimensions of performance are strictly separated. The alternative would be to utilize some 

form of hybrid measures, which encompasses two or more dimensions at once. This may 

have contributed to a less complex model, since you do not end up with so many variables, 

but the downside is that they are shown to be a less effective measure of performance.  

 

3.5.3 Panel data regression 

For the panel data regression models, we account for individual heterogeneity and time 

specific differences. A fixed or random effects regression might be more valid than pooled 

ordinary least square regression (OLS) because OLS ignores this individual heterogeneity. In 

terms of reliability the time-period, 2010-2018, is short, but not all companies have an ESG 

rating if we were to extend the time-period.  

 

3.5.4 Stock portfolios 

The stock portfolios and the risk measures do not contain any information about excess return 

or abnormal returns but are merely an approach to see the stock market response in 

relationship to ESG and CFP. The stock market is in a continuous change, and we cannot 

generalize the results.  
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4 Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

This section will include the analysis of the different tests and the test results. Chapter 4.2 

includes descriptive statistics used in the panel data models, SEM-models and panel data 

regression. Chapter 4.3 includes Granger-causality tests, chapter 4.4 includes CFA-models 

and chapter 4.5 includes full ESG-CFP SEM-models. Chapter 4.6 includes the panel data 

regression models and chapter 4.7 includes the stock portfolio approach. In section 4.8 we 

will discuss the test results and what implications they might have for an investor.  

 

4.2 Descriptive statistics ESG and CFP 

This section shows descriptive statistics on an industry (sector) level to get a better 

understanding of the data the models contain. The purpose of the descriptive approach of the 

variables on an overall level is to analyze wheter they give any implications for differences 

between sectors. See appendix 8 for description of the variables.  

 

Table 4.1 Descriptive statistics ESG, environmental, social, governance and controversies 
score 

 

Table 4.1 shows the ESG rating on a sector level for the S&P 500 and Stoxx 600 companies. 

The ESG score is an aggregated score based on all ESG data in the Thomson Reuters Eikon 

database with equal weights for the environmental, social and governance data. All the scores 

range from 0-100, and the closer to 100, the better. The table shows that average ESG, 

environmental, social and governance score, and the standard deviation for all sectors is not 

that different. However, using ANOVA and Scheffe 95% confidence interval shows that 

there are differences across sectors. See table 4.2. 
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The ESG score is sensitive to the controversies score. The controversies score is defined by 

Thomson Reuters Eikon as negative media coverage for the companies based on global 

media. The score is calculated by using controversies measures with a weighted average. If a 

scandal happens the company will be penalized, and development in the scandal will affect 

the score in later periods e.g. if a lawsuit happens (Refinitive, 2020). Using ANOVA and 

Scheffe 95% confidence interval indicates that the controversies score is significantly 

different between consumer cyclicals and consumer non-cyclical and industrials and 

consumer non-cyclicals. However, we must be critical to how controversies score is 

measured and how it captures controversies.  

 

Table 4.2 Matrix of results based on Scheffe's 95% confidence interval for ESG, 
environmental, social, governance and controversies score using economic sector as a group 
variable. 

 

Looking at the individual environmental, social and governance score we also find sector 

differences by using ANOVA and Scheffe’s 95% confidence interval. Data indicates that the 

environmental score is significantly different between energy and technology, consumer 

cyclicals and consumer non-cyclicals, financials and industrials, industrials and energy and 

industrials and consumer non-cyclicals. For the social factor, table 4.2 indicates that the 

social score is significantly different for 14 combinations between all the sectors. Regarding 

the governance score, table 4.2 shows that the score is significantly different for 15 
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combinations between all the sectors. In other words, there is an indication that there are 

significant differences between sectors for the social and governance score. 

 

 

Table 4.3 Descriptive statistics indicators for CFP 

 

Table 4.3 shows some indicators of corporate financial performance based on Hamann et al. 

(2013) and NBIM (2015). The indicators, ROA, ROIC and ROE, measure profitability for the 

selected sectors. Data indicate that the technology sector has the highest average values for 

ROA, ROIC, ROE and stock return. The standard deviations for the technology sector are 

high compared to other sectors and indicate variation within the sector.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Histogram: Distribution ESG score by sector and all sectors 
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Figure 4.1 shows a frequency histogram for the ESG score on a sector and overall level. The 

figure shows that all the sectors have a left skewed distribution except for technology, 

telecommunication services and basic materials. Appendix 11 shows the environmental, 

social, governance, and controversies score. The diagram for controversies score shows that 

all the scores are either very high or low and nothing in between.  

 

4.3 Granger causality 

The Granger causality test utilizes the data structure which was presented earlier. In part 4.3.1 

the results from the tests will be analyzed, and in section 4.3.2 a discussion of the 

implications will follow which will help us form a better understanding of the variables. 

Churet and Eccles (2014) found that there is a difference between sectors in relationship to 

what variables are reported. Sassen, Hinze and Hardeck (2016) find that the aggregated 

scores in the social dimensions hide a more nuanced picture of the connections between ESG 

and CFP, and by disaggregating the scores they find more information on what these 

connections are. Building on their findings, the individual variables are examined, and the 

business sectors are separated. The main hypothesis for this test is that different combinations 

of variables will be significant for some of the business sectors. In other words, it is not 

expected that a combination of variables is to be significant for all sectors. The social 

variables were tested with 835 companies, while the environmental variables were tested with 

186 companies. None of the governance variables could be tested because of a lack of 

variation over time for the variables. Stationary variables are a requirement for the Granger 

causality tests, and all variables seem to be stationary, see appendix 3 for test results.  

 

4.3.1 Results Granger causality tests 

To get some indication on how some of the ESG data are possibly connected, a Granger 

causality test is performed on the panel data. One of the problems of checking panel data for 

Granger causality is that there are not many tests that consider the panel structure of the data. 

Since it is of interest to see the effect between variables and keeping the panel structure, a test 

for Granger causality in panel data developed by Lopez and Weber (2017) was used. This test 

is based on a paper explaining Granger causality in panel data written by Dumitrescu and 

Hurlin (2012), and is explained in chapter 3.4. The test checks if there are one or more panels 

that have a significant Granger causality between the independent and dependent variable, 
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and because of this you end up with many significant results if you include many panels in 

the dataset. For example, if all the panels are combined and tested for Granger causality, the 

results will be significant on the 5% level for all combinations of variables shown here in 

table 4.4 and 4.5. To combat this somewhat, the companies are separated into sectors and the 

test is run on each sector individually. The variables have been tested both ways, and the 

results are given in table 4.4 to table 4.8.  

 

 

Table 4.4 Results Granger-causality tests environmental variables 

 

The results in table 4.4 show the Z-value and p-value regarding Granger causality for 

LNco2direct emissions per sector and LNWaterWithdrawal, and additionally LNEnergyUse 

with LNco2Direct. The result here indicates that the connection between LNco2Direct and 

LNEnergyUse is stronger for a higher number of the sectors than LNco2Direct and 

LNWaterWithdrawl, because there are more significant results for the former than the latter. 
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Table 4.5 Results Granger-causality tests environmental variables 

 

In table 4.5 we see the tests done on LNWasteTotal with LNEnergyUse and the combination 

LNWasteTotal with LNco2Direct. The differences between sectors seem to be present also 

for these combinations of environmental variables. The results are very similar, where the 

sectors that are significant for energy use and waste also are significant for LNco2Direct and 

LNWasteTotal, except for the sector basic material, which has a significant result only for 

LNWasteTotal on LNEnergyUse. 

 

Table 4.6 Results Granger-causality tests environmental variables 

 

Table 4.6 highlights the Granger causality test results for the variables concerning 

LNEnergyUse and LNWaterWithdrawal together with LNWasteTotal and 

LNWaterWithdrawal. The effect between LNEnergyUse and LNWaterWithdrawal shows 

some significant results, and exhibits the highest number of significant effects for the tested 
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environmental variables, with six different sectors showing significant results on the 5% 

level. For LNWaterWithdrawal and LNWasteTotal, there are not many significant results 

with only two sectors producing significant results on the 5% level.  

 

To have a more nuanced look at the variables concerning governance and the social 

dimension the same Granger causality test can be applied. The test is strict in the form that it 

requires variation over the time-period and no missing values. Since many of the variables 

under the governance and social dimension are dichotomous variables, these were impossible 

to perform the test on. For the governance dimension the prerequisites of the test effectively 

eliminated all pure dichotomous governance variables. Instead the test is used on score 

variables from Thomson Reuters Asset4. Table 4.7 contains the results for the social 

variables that could be tested, while table 4.8 contains the results for the score variables.   

 

 

Table 4.7 Results Granger-causality test social variables 
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Table 4.8 Results Granger-causality tests score variables 

 

Table 4.7 shows that six out of ten sectors have a significant result for product responsibility 

score on human rights score, and four out of ten sectors have significant results for human 

rights score on product responsibility. The relationship between the product responsibility 

score and the human rights score seems to be existent if one looks at both possible 

combination of the variables. This is in some ways contradictory to our hypothesis since the 

results for most sectors are significant one way or another. Only three sectors do not have any 

significant results here, namely consumer non-cyclicals, telecommunication services and 

energy.  

 

Table 4.8 highlights some of the score variables available from Thomson Reuters Asset4. 

ESG controversies score and CSR strategy score exhibit some significant results for different 

business sectors. There are more significant results regarding the ESG score combined with 

the CSR strategy score. This also seems to be significant for many of the sectors and a bit 

contradictory to our hypothesis. No certain conclusion can be drawn by using this test if there 

are one-way, two-way or another form of interaction effect between the variables.  

 

4.3.2 Implications of Granger causality results 

The results indicate some connection between the different variables because some of them 

has a Granger causality effect in certain sectors. There is evidence for this across both the 

environmental and social dimension, in addition to the scoring variables. 
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For the environmental dimension there is a relatively high number of significant sectors for 

Granger causality between CO2 emissions and energy use. From a logical standpoint this can 

be explained by the fact that companies that have a larger energy use also have a larger 

emission of CO2. A higher or lower value of either lagged variable is accompanied with a 

higher or lower value for the other in the next period. This may indicate that there is some 

connection between these variables, and that this should be taken into consideration when 

modelling for the relationship between ESG and CFP. This can also have an effect for the 

SEM-model since prior research has found environmental variables to influence the financial 

performance. Hassan & Romilly (2018) found a negative relation between what they called 

greenhouse gas emissions and economic performance, implying that higher emissions lead to 

lower economic performance. 

 

Energy use and water withdrawal also have some significant results for different sectors, 

indicating that water withdrawal or energy use in the previous period affects the other in the 

period after. It does not seem to be as many significant results for the other variables in the 

environmental dimension. There seems to be a difference between sectors here as well, but 

this difference cannot be isolated in this analysis alone. The reason for this is that there is a 

relatively large difference in the number of companies for each sector, and that this can be 

some of the cause of the difference. The test specification may have a low test power with 

many panels.  

 

In the social dimension, the variables product responsibility score and human rights score 

show many significant results for the different sectors. The interpretation of this is that there 

is a connection between the lagged value of one of the variables and the other. This seems to 

indicate that the extent to which a company produces responsible products is linked to how 

they follow human rights for some sectors. The ESG score seems to have a one directional 

effect on CSR strategy, except for the sectors technology, financials, healthcare, and basic 

material where the effect seems to be bidirectional.  
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Across all the different variables that have been tested here, the Granger causality connection 

differs between the business sectors. This shows that there may be some differences in how 

different ESG variables affect the business sectors, and that one should consider the sector up 

against the ESG variables when looking at ESG investing.  

 

4.4 SEM-models 

To form a broader picture of what the relationship the different ESG factors have towards 

CFP, SEM-models have been constructed. To analyze the relationship, an explorative and 

confirmatory factor analysis of selected ESG variables is conducted. This will serve as a 

starting point for the structural equation models.  

 

The purpose of the factor models is to analyze the relationship among the measured variables 

to determine whether the observed variables can be grouped into a smaller set of underlying 

factors or theoretical constructs (Thompson, 2004; Worthington & Whittaker, 2006). The 

confirmatory factor analysis is built on the results of the explorative factor analysis. 

However, the explorative factor analysis does not show a clear pattern of variables that 

should be included in a factor for the governance and social factors, as shown in appendix 7. 

For the environmental factor, the explorative factor analysis shows a clear pattern for the 

variables related to energy/resource use. The explorative and confirmatory factor analysis is 

based on data from 2018. The path diagrams for the full SEM-models can be seen in 

appendix 5. The full overview and description of the variables can be found in appendix 8. 

The two-sided critical values for the t-tests, 10%, 5% and 1%, are 1,658, 1,980 and 2,617 

(Studenmund, 2017).  For the largest sample, N=421, the critical values are 1,645, 1,96 and 

2,576.  
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4.4.1 Confirmatory factor analysis environmental, social and governance  

 

Table 4.9 CFA measurement model for observed indicators for environmental, social and 
governance 

 

Table 4.9 shows the standardized factor loadings, t-values and the 2R  for the confirmatory 

factor analysis. The factor loading is standardized between –1 and 1 and is an estimate of the 

path coefficient depicting the effect of a factor on an item or manifest variable (Bowen & 

Guo, 2012). The table shows that the environmental factor, Ksi1, has a high standardized 

factor loading, and most of the variables are significant with t-values > |1,98 | . The 2R  is an 

indicator of reliability and shows how much of the variance in the observed indicators can be 

explained by the latent factors. 2R  above 0,5 is considered high, and values between 0,35 and 

0,5 are considered being moderate. The 2R  for the equations are also high and may indicate 

good reliability. The second environmental factor, Ksi2, has very low standardized factor 

loadings and 2R  for the equations, and only one variable is significant on a 5% level.  
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Table 4.9 also shows that the results are mixed for the social factor with some variables 

having a high standardized factor loading, and some are very low (close to zero).  Most of the 

variables are significant with a t-value > |1,98 | , but the 2R  for the equations is very low and 

may indicate low reliability. For the governance factor the table shows that the indicators for 

Ksi1 mostly have high standardized factor loadings and significant variables. The 2R  for the 

equations is mostly high for Ksi1 and low for Ksi2 and Ksi3.  

  

4.4.2 CFA ESG measures of reliability 

 

Table 4.10 Measures of reliability CFA environmental, social and governance factors 

 

To measure the reliability of the latent factors we have used three measures of reliability, see 

appendix 6 for notation. Cronbach’s Alpha (CA) is a measure of internal reliability, and a 

value of 0,7 is considered as a lower boundary for acceptable reliability (Ringdal, 2018). The 

composite reliability (CR) measures term reliability and is an indicator of the shared variance 

among observed variables used as an indicator of a latent construct (Fornell & Larcker, 

1981). The average variance extracted (AVE) also uses the measurement errors and 

standardized factor loadings and is also an indicator of term reliability (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). 

A rule of thumb for the reliability measures is that CR > 0,6 and AVE > 0,5 indicates good 

reliability, but no absolute cut-off values.  

 

Table 4.10 shows that CR, CA and AVE indicates good reliability with values higher than the 

rule of thumb for Ks1 for the environmental CFA. Ksi2 for the environmental CFA indicates 

low reliability with very low values for AVE and CR. The negative CA is due to negative 

average correlation and indicate low internal reliability. The negative CA is also an indication 
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that the selected variables are not fit indicators for the latent construct. Ksi1 and Ksi3 for the 

social factor have values below the rule of thumb and does not show acceptable reliability. 

CR for Ksi2 for the social factor indicates acceptable fit, but the rest of the reliability 

measures do not. For the governance factor, CR shows acceptable fit and CA and AVE do not 

deviate much from having an acceptable fit for Ksi1. Ksi2 and Ksi3 for governance do not 

show acceptable fit.  

 

4.4.3 CFA environmental, social and governance goodness of fit indices 

 

Table 4.11 CFA goodness of fit indices environmental, social and governance 

 

To determine goodness of fit for the CFA-models we have used fit indices we described in 

chapter 3 based on Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003), see table 4.11. All the models reject the 

null hypothesis of multivariate normality. To handle the violation of the assumption of 

multivariate normality the models are estimated using Robust Maximum Likelihood (RML). 

RML is also robust against a not-correctly specified model (Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003). 

The CFA models for environmental and social factors reject the null hypothesis of exact fit 

for the 2  test. Due to the non-normality C3 is the more reliable 2 , but the tables show that 

the value of C3 is very close to C1. RMSEA and the test for close fit indicate acceptable fit 

for the environmental CFA and good fit for social and governance CFA. NFI, NNFI, CFI, IFI 

and RFI close to a value of 1 indicate good fit and PGFI and PNFI are used for model 

comparison. GFI, AGFI and SRMR show acceptable and good fit for the models. The 
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incremental indices, NFI, NNFI and CFI, show good and acceptable fit for governance and 

the environmental CFA. For the social CFA, the model indicates some disturbance in the data 

due to the difference between GFI and RFI. The values of the incremental indices are below 

GFI and indicates noise. The environmental model has a Critical N < 200 and indicates bad 

fit (Hoelter, 1983).  

  

4.4.4 CFA corporate financial performance  

The CFA for CFP is based on Hamann et al. (2013). They conducted a CFA for CFP and 

constructed 4 latent factors with good statistical properties. They operationalized CFP as 

liquidity, profitability, growth, and stock market performance. Hamann et al. (2013) used a 

very large sample size for their different models. Our approach to CFP is using the same 

latent constructs for profitability and growth, but different indicators for profitability. ROE 

and ROIC are used instead due to focus on the quality factor. Stock market performance with 

different indicators compared to Hamman et al. (2013) is also tested. An explorative factor 

analysis is also conducted, see appendix 7, which the CFA is based on.  
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4.4.5 CFA corporate financial performance reliability 

 

Table 4.12 CFA CFP measurement model for observed indicators 

 

Table 4.12 shows the standardized factor loadings, t-values and 2R  for the CFA of CFP. Due 

to having little missing CFP data, the CFP indicators have been tested using a full sample and 

the sample used on the full SEM-model for ESG-CFP. The purpose of this is to increase the 

test power. The fixation in model CFP1 is due to a negative measurement error very close to 

zero,  and CFP2 is due to not being able to estimate the measurement error,  , for ROE. 

The negative measurement error is usually an indication of disturbance in the data and/or a 

poor fit for the indicator. However, the table shows that Ksi1 does not have the same problem 

in the smaller samples. This raises the question why this results in a slightly negative 

measurement error in the large sample, but not in the small sample. This could be a result of 

the selected companies in the small sample or that the indicators are not robust for the largest 

sample. Either way, the tables show that the standardized factor loadings are high/moderate 

and significant on a 5% level with t-values > |1,98| and |1,96|. 2R seems to be affected by the 

fixation in model CFP1 and CFP2. 
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Table 4.12 shows that the selected indicators for Ksi2 have moderate/high standardized factor 

loadings (absolute value) for all the models. The indicators are significant on a 5% level and 

the 2R ranges from low to high. 2R  for Net 1-year sales/revenue growth is low in the small 

sample and moderate in the large sample. Model CFP4 includes proxies for stock market 

performance (Ksi3). The table shows that the price/earnings ratio is not significant on a 5% 

level while stock return and dividend yield are. 2R is high for annual stock return and low for 

the P/E-ratio and dividend yield. 

 

4.4.6 CFA corporate financial performance goodness of fit indices 

 

Table 4.13 CFA goodness of fit indices for CFP 

 

Table 4.13 shows that all the models reject the null hypothesis of multivariate normal 

distribution, and based on this the models are estimated using RML. The table shows that 

most of the indices show good or acceptable fit. C3 is the more reliable 2  in a small sample, 

but there is only a small difference between C1 and C3 indicating that the non-multivariate 

normality might not be a problem. The indices do not show a large gap between NFI and GFI 

and RFI, except for CFP4, and indicates that there is little disturbance in the data for CFP1-

CFP3.  A critical N < 200 indicates poor fit for model CFP4 and for the large samples CN > 
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400 is the cutoff value indicating good fit for CFP1 and CFP2. Overall, the indices show 

good fit for CFP1-CFP3.  

 

Table 4.14 CFA measures of reliability for CFP 

 

Table 4.14 shows the reliability measures for the latent constructs. The measures of reliability 

show that all the hypothesized latent constructs except stock market performance has a CR 

above 0,6. The tables also show that most of the latent constructs has an AVE higher or close 

to 0,5. Cronbach’s alpha is mostly higher or close to 0,7 for the latent constructs except for 

stock market performance. The measures of reliability for stock market performance does not 

indicate good reliability. Overall, the CFA shows good fit and reliability for growth and 

profitability, but sample size might affect the results. Model CFP4 is favored by PNFI and 

PGFI but based on the low reliability the stock market performance indicator it will be 

dropped in the full ESG-CFP SEM-models.  

 

4.5 Full SEM ESG-CFP and E-CFP models 

4.5.1 Description full SEM-models 

In this section full SEM-models have been constructed for the relationship between corporate 

financial performance and environmental, social and governance factors using an explorative 

approach based on MSCI (2020a) and the CFA. The models are based on data from 2018. 

The models have not been tested for other years because the focus has been on trying to 

create a reliable measurement instrument before testing it on other time periods. A lot of 

different models have been tested and the more complex models severely constrains the 

sample size and limits what is possible to test. The latent constructs profitability and growth 
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are used as proxies for corporate financial performance. For the indicators/proxies for the 

latent constructs E, S and G many variables have been used, but many dichotomous variables 

have been omitted due to having only one value. The models are based on data from 

Thomson Reuters Asset4 database. See appendix 8 for description of the variables.  

 

CFP-E 1- CFP-E 3 are models based on the relationship between direct environmental 

exposure and corporate financial performance where Ksi1 is a latent construct for the direct 

environmental exposure. Eta1 is a latent construct for profitability and eta2 is a latent 

construct for growth. CFP-ESG 1-4 are models based on the relationship between 

environmental, social and governance factors and growth and profitability as dependent latent 

constructs. See appendix 8 for description and appendix 4 for the indicators. The relevance 

and reliability of the variables and models will be discussed in section 4.5.3. The description 

of the hypothesized latent constructs for the x-variables can be seen in table 4.15.  

 

Table 4.15 Hypothesized latent constructs SEM-models 
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4.5.2 SEM-model equations 

This section shows the equations used for the full SEM-models.  1 15x x  are the observed 

independent indicators for the latent variables 1 5  . 1 6y y  are the dependent observed 

indicators for 1 2  . ,i j  and ,i j  represents the measurement errors for ,i jx  and ,i jy . The 

measurement error for ,i j is denoted ,i j . The relationship between the observed indicators 

and the latent factors are ,
x

i j  and ,
y

i j . ,i j  represents the relationship between ,i j  and ,i j  

while ,i j  represents the relationship between ,i j . Full overview of the equations can be 

found in appendix 2.  

 

4.5.3 Full SEM-models results and analysis 

4.5.3.1 Estimated measurement models  

Appendix 4 shows the indicators, standardized factor loading, covariance measurement error 

 , standard error, t-values and 2R  for the observable proxies for the latent constructs. A 

high absolute value of the standardized factor loadings indicates that the proxies are a good 

indicator for the latent construct. 

 

Appendix 4 shows that the standardized factor loadings are overall high for the 

environmental, social and governance proxies, but some are also very low or moderate. The 

table shows that most of the variables are significant on a 1% and 5% level, but some are also 

insignificant. Model CFP-ESG 3 could not estimate the t-values because the sample size was 

too small to estimate the asymptotic covariance matrix using RML. However, estimating the 

model with ML shows that most of the indicators for Ksi are significant on a 5% level, see 

appendix 5. We must interpret these t-values with caution due to non-normality. The table 

shows that the indicators of Ksi1 for all the models are good indicators for direct 

environmental exposure (Ksi1). However, the relevance of eco design products and 

environmental products can be questioned since they both have low standardized factor 

loadings. The indicators for Ksi2-Ksi5 have more moderate factor loadings compared to 

Ksi1.  

 

Appendix 4 shows that all the observed indicators for profitability and growth are significant 

on a 1% level. All the standardized factor loadings are mostly above 0,5 except for 1-year net 

sales/revenue growth which ranges from 0,38-0,45. Overall, the selected indicators seem to 
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be good indicators for the latent dependent constructs, eta1 and eta2, with significant and 

high standardized factor loadings.  

 

4.5.3.2 Estimated structural model  

 

Table 4.16 Estimated structural model for full ESG-CFP models 

 

Table 4.16 shows the estimated structural models. The table shows the parameters, 

standardized estimate, standard error, t-value and 2R . The structural parameters indicate one-
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unit change in the explanatory variable will lead to a change in the dependent variable with 

the value of the estimated structural parameter. The table show that almost none of the 

estimated structural parameters are significant on a 10% level, but some are. The 

standardized estimates have both negative and positive effect on profitability and growth, but 

are not significant. The non-significance could be a result based on a poor measurement 

instrument. However, Ksi1 has a weak negative effect on profitability for all the models. Ksi1 

have both a non-significant positive and weak effect on growth. Ksi2-Ksi5 have different 

signs for the different models.  

 

The 2R  for all the CFP-E models are close to 0 and indicates an unreliable model for the 

structural model, but the indicators for Ksi seem reliable. The CFP-ESG models have higher 

2R  for the equations, but almost none of parameters are significant on a 10% level, and this 

makes them unreliable.  Table 4.16 shows that 21,3% of the variance in profitability and 

11,9% of the variance in growth are explained by the hypothesized latent constructs direct 

environmental exposure/impact, corporate controversies and human rights compliance.  
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4.5.3.3 Goodness of fit and reliability  

 

Table 4.17 Goodness of fit indices for the full SEM-models 
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Table 4.17 shows the goodness of fit indices based on Schermelleh-Engel et al. (2003). The 

table shows that all the models reject the null hypothesis of multivariate normal distribution, 

but model CFP-E 3 and CFP-E 4 do not have a large enough sample size to estimate the 

asymptotic covariance matrix that contains information about skewness and kurtosis. 

However, the models are estimated with RML based on the assumption that they are not 

multivariate normal distributed.  

 

Table 4.17 also shows that the difference between C1 and C3 is small, which indicates that 

the non-normality is not a problem, but C3 is the more reliable Chi-square. However, we 

have a small sample and the test is more often rejected in a large sample than a small sample 

(Sharma et al. 2005; Schermelleh-Engel et al., 2003). RMSEA also indicates good or 

acceptable fit for all the models. The incremental indices, NFI, NNFI and CFI, indicate good 

and acceptable fit for the models, except for CFP-ESG 3. If the incremental indices deviate a 

lot from GFI and RFI it is an indication of disturbance in the data, but it does not appear to be 

a problem. However, model CFP-ESG 3 does not appear to have a good fit based on the 

incremental indices. The models with Critical N < 200 imply poor fit. Appendix 4 shows that 

the 2R  for the observed x- and y-variables have mostly high values and above 0,5, except for 

some x-variables close to 0.  
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Table 4.18 Reliability measures full SEM-models 

 

Table 4.18 shows that not all the latent factors have an acceptable value. Ksi3 model CFP-

ESG 2, Ksi3 and Ksi4 model CFP-ESG 3 and Ksi3 model CFP-ESG 4 have CR values below 

0,6. Most of the latent factors have an AVE-value above 0,50 and some have more moderate 

values ranging from 0,3-0,4. Ksi4 model CFP-ESG 3 have a value of 0,02 and indicates a 

non-acceptable fit and poor reliability. The lower boundary of an acceptable Cronbach’s 

alpha is 0,7 and the table shows that some latent factors have a value above 0,7. The low CA 

values indicate low internal reliability and is caused by low correlation between the 

indicators.  
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4.5.3.4 Discussion of results 

The simplest models, CFP-E 1 and CFP-E 3, analyzing the direct relationship between direct 

environmental exposure, profitability and growth, indicate that the selected indicators for Ksi 

have a good fit, based on the discussion in 4.5.3.1- 4.5.3.3.  This holds, even though 

environmental products and eco design products have low standardized factor loadings. Both 

models imply that direct environmental exposure has a very low negative effect on 

profitability, but both estimates are not significant on a 5% level. Model CFP-E 1 implies that 

profitability has a low negative effect on growth, but only significant on a 10% level. Both 

models have estimated the covariance between the measurement errors for eco design and 

environmental products due to both indicators being closely related. Even though the models 

show god fit, the CPF-E are models unreliable due to low 2R and the insignificant structural 

model.  

 

When the sample size increases the selected indicators for growth and profitability seem to be 

less reliable. Model CFP-E 3 had to drop to some indicators due to a negative measurement 

error close to zero, and one indicator is fixed to 1 because of this. The model adapts to this 

fixation. Model CFP-E 3 may indicate that the results in model CFP-E 1 and CFP-E 2 is 

caused by a small sample and industry bias or a poorly specified model.  

 

Model CFP-ESG 1 to CFP-ESG 4 are very similar models, but with some different indicators 

for the independent observed x-variables. Many dichotomous variables have been omitted for 

the effective sample size due to having only one value, and limits what is possible to test. The 

ESG data quality makes it hard to model the relationship. Based on the discussion in 4.5.3.1- 

4.5.3.3 the CFP-ESG models have an acceptable fit, except for CFP-ESG 3, but almost no 

significant factor loadings for the structural model. This may indicate a poorly specified 

model and/or omitted relevant indicators. Overall, the structural model is unreliable.  

 

Based on our results we can conclude our SEM-model hypotheses from 3.2.2. H1S is rejected 

for all the models. Even though we have mostly reliable indicators for the environmental 

factor, no model has a significant effect on profitability and growth. H2S is also rejected for 

all the models. The SEM-models do not show any significant positive or negative effect on 
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growth and profitability for the social factors. H3S has not been tested properly because 

including governance data in the full SEM-models cause disturbance in the model due to a 

low sample size and many omitted variables. Model CFP-ESG3 is an example of this. Model 

CFP-ESG2 has tested some governance variables, but no significant effect on profitability 

and growth. H4S is confirmed by model CFP-ESG4 and shows a negative significant effect, 

but due to data we must question the reliability of the model.  

 

However, the relationship between ESG and CFP is complex. Fatemi, Glaum and Kaiser 

(2018) created a SEM-model using ESG data on an overall level and some (few) 

disaggregated variables for the relationship between ESG and CFP using only market value 

as a proxy for CFP. They found that ESG strengths increase firm value, but when ESG 

disclosure interacted with ESG strengths or weakness, it weakens the positive valuation effect 

of ESG strengths. They argue that stock markets may interpret stepped-up disclosure as an 

attempt to justify overinvestment in ESG. They also argue that disclosure may help firms 

legitimate their behavior by explaining to investors the appropriateness of their operations 

and ESG policies or that they have made commitments to change their operations and 

overcome weakness. Using the same model for the individual E, S and G score they find that 

environmental strengths increases firm value and environmental weakness decrease it. Social 

and governance weakness decreased the firm value, but social and governance strengths had 

no effect. Based on this they argue that investors may discriminate strongly among the 

different dimensions of ESG.  

 

One could argue that market value is influenced by profitability over time when 

operationalized as a quality factor like NBIM (2015) does. This raises the question how 

environmental, social and governance data on a disaggregated level influence profitability. 

The environmental data, for the CFP-E and CFP-ESG, are more related to core operation than 

social and governance, hence using data measuring pollution and resource use. Our 

experience with the governance and social data is that the companies are “too homogenous”. 

Both the European and U.S companies have a very small variation when it comes to reporting 

governance and social policies. As an example, companies report on policies they have 

already implemented and do not report policies they have not implemented. For many 

variables this results in a situation with dichotomous variables having only one value and is 
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omitted from the model. Fatemi, Glaum and Kaiser (2018) argue that this is caused by the 

Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) and other financial regulatory authorities, and that 

the social and environmental data are mostly voluntary and might be difficult for investors to 

verify.  

 

4.5.3.5 Validity 

Construct validity means that we measure the theoretical concept we are trying to measure 

(Ringdal, 2018). It is not easy to measure validity compared to reliability, and there is no 

method to measure validity. The relationship between CFP and ESG is very complex and in 

practice would consist of more latent factors that are included in the SEM-models presented 

here. A lot of ESG data are available in the Thomson Reuters Asset4 database, but most of 

them are dichotomous variables and are not that informative about direct corporate 

operations. However, the data must be standardized to be used as indicators. The selected 

indicators are chosen on an explorative basis, based on the EFA and CFA, because we found 

very little empirical research on ESG-CFP SEM-models. The models presented are trying to 

analyze the relationship between CFP and ESG using data that are somewhat directly linked 

to core operations. Reliability is a prerequisite for validity and the mixed reliability, low t-

values and 2R  for the structural model, do not imply a valid model.  

 

4.6 Panel data regression  

To compensate for the SEM-models’ weakness in relationship to stock market corporate 

financial performance, a panel data regression model has been constructed to analyze the 

relationship between CFP and ESG. The purpose of the regression models is to analyze 

whether ESG variables, among other variables, can explain yearly stock returns. The models 

are tested for random or fixed effects, heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. See appendix 3 

for notation for the heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation tests. All the regression models 

have yearly stock return as a dependent variable. Following the analysis of the panel data 

regression results, the models will be compared, and reliability will be discussed.  
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4.6.1 Analysis panel data regression results 

 

Table 4.19 Results Hausman test for fixed or random effects 

 

Table 4.19 shows that the fixed effects regression model is the correct regression model 

compared to a random effects model. Test specification for the Hausman test is shown in 

chapter 3.2.4.2. The results are as expected because one would assume that there are 

individual differences between sectors, within sectors and across time. All the models are 

significant at a 5% level.  

 

The correlation matrix shown in appendix 9 shows the pairwise correlation coefficient, 

number of observations and the p-value. The correlation matrix shows that there is a relative 

strong positive significant linear covariation for ROA, ROIC and ROE, something which is 

expected. The correlation between the scores for environment, social and governance ranges 

from 0,3 to 0,7 and are significant at a 5% level. The controversies score is negatively 

correlated, as expected, with the environmental, social and governance score. For the rest of 

the variables there is no strong positive or negative correlation between the variables and 

many pairwise correlations are significant and very close to zero. Using too many indicators 

of CFP has been avoided because accounting return measures are often strongly correlated. 

This implies that multicollinearity is most likely not a problem for the regression models.  
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Table 4.20 Results Wooldridge's test for autocorrelation in panel data 

 

Table 4.20 shows the test for autocorrelation in panel data models. The tests are done by 

using Wooldridge’s test for autocorrelation for each model in STATA 16. The test results 

indicate that autocorrelation is not necessarily a problem for the panel data regression models 

and the null hypothesis of no first-order autocorrelation is not rejected using a 5% 

significance level.  

  

 

Table 4.21 Results Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier panel heteroskedasticity test 

 

Table 4.21 shows that heteroskedasticity is a problem in all the panel data regression models, 

based on the test developed by Shehata (2012), and the null hypothesis of panel 

homoscedasticity is rejected for all the models. The variables in each model are transformed 

to reduce the effect of outliers, but this is not enough for the tests to not reject the null 

hypothesis. To reduce the problem of heteroskedasticity we have estimated the standard 

heteroskedasticity corrected (robust) standard errors. The robust standard errors do not 

change the regression coefficients, only the standard errors.  
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Table 4.22 Results Modified Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity in fixed effect 
regression 

 

Table 4.22 shows the modified Wald test for heteroskedasticity and shows that groupwise 

heteroskedasticity is a problem for all the models. However, the test does not work well in 

panel data where N is large and t is small, so the test must be interpreted with caution 

(Greene, 2000). For all our panel data regression models N=993 and t=9 and therefore the 

validity of the test must be questioned. Both tests for heteroskedasticity justify using robust 

standard errors, and for some variables the t-values drop significantly and indicates that 

heteroskedasticity is a problem before robust estimation.  
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4.6.2 Fixed effects regression model 1 

 

Table 4.23 Results estimated fixed effects regression model 1 

 

Table 4.23 shows that the ESG score is a significant explanatory variable while controlling 

for ROA, ROE, capital expenditure/assets, size, and debt/assets. The model has a time 

variable, year, where the reference variable is year 2010 and the model must be interpreted in 

relationship to 2010. However, we see that ROA and ROE are not significant explanatory 

variables. Log capital expenditure in percent of assets and log assets are both control 

variables and control for capital intensive companies and size. Log debt/assets is also a 

control variable and controls for companies in financial distress but are not significant. The 

F-test for overall significance rejects the null hypothesis of all regression coefficients equal to 

zero.  (rho) shows that 20% of the variance is explained by entity (company) specific 

differences but is not significant. 

  

For model 1 it is expected that when the ESG score increases by one, the stock returns 

decrease 0,17% given that all other variables are hold constant. When the capital 
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expenditure/asset ratio increases by 1% the stock return is expected to decrease roughly by –

0,0209% given that all other variables are hold constant. When assets increase by 1% the 

stock return is expected to decrease by –0,0467% given that all other variables are hold 

constant. Most of the time variables are significant except 2017.  

 

Figure 4.2 Residual diagnostics charts model 1: Residual-plot, probability-plot and 
histogram of residual distribution compared to the normal distribution. 

 

Figure 4.2 shows the residual plot, probability plot and the distribution of the residuals 

compared to the normal distribution. The residual-plot shows that the residuals are not 

randomly spread, but they show a trend, and this indicates a problem with heteroskedasticity. 

The probability-plot compares the residuals to the normal distribution and shows that the 

residuals have a greater variance that the normal distribution (Hammervold, 2020). The line 

is S-shaped and indicates that the residuals are non-normal distributed. The histogram shows 

that the residuals have a kurtosis greater than the normal distribution, but the distribution is 

not left or right skewed.  
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4.6.3 Fixed effects regression model 2 

 

Table 4.24 Results estimated fixed effects regression model 2 

 

Table 4.24 shows that model 2 has the same variables as model 1, but a time (year) lag for 

ROE and ROA has been used. The model is interpreted in the same way as model 1 except 

for ROE and ROA. The reasoning for this model is stock markets’ reaction to annual 

reports/income statements. The question is wheter the previous yearly, t-1, ROA and ROE 

influence stock return given the same control variables. Year 2011 is the reference variable 

for the time variable.  

 

The ESG score is no longer a significant explanatory variable in model 2, and the lagged 

variables and the control variables are now significant on a 5% level. The variance explained 

by the entity specific differences is 25% and the overall F-test is significant on a 5% level. 

The signs for the time variables are all positive, except for 2018, and significant on a 5% 

level. When ROE increases by one percent the stock return is expected to increase 0,023%. 

When ROA increases by one percent the stock return is expected to decline 0,7% given all 

other variables are hold constant. Figure 4.3 shows that the residual diagnostics are similar to 

model 1.  
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Figure 4.3 Residual diagnostics charts model 2: Residual-plot, probability-plot and 
histogram of residual distribution compared to the normal distribution. 

 

4.6.4 Fixed effects regression model 3 

 

Table 4.25 Results estimated fixed effects regression model 3 

 

Model 3 uses the same variables as model 2 except for log of ESG score. Model 3 shows that 

all the variables are significant on a 5% level except for debt/assets and natural log lag (1) 

cash flow operations/sales, using lag of the CFP indicators and the log of the ESG score.  
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In this model an increase by 1% in the ESG score would give an expected decline in the stock 

return of 0,006% controlled for the other variables. An increase in ROA the previous year by 

1% would give an expected decrease in stock return by 0,693% controlled for the other 

variables. Further there is a significant positive effect for the specific years compared to 

2011, except for the effect of 2018, which is negative and only significant on the 10% level.  

 

Figure 4.4 Residual diagnostics charts model 3: Residual-plot, probability-plot and 
histogram of residual distribution compared to the normal distribution. 

 

However, figure 4.4 shows that the residual plot contains a trend and the residuals are not 

randomly spread. The probability plot shows that the residuals have a greater variance than 

the normal distribution. The histogram shows that the residuals have a higher kurtosis than 

the normal distribution.  
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4.6.5 Fixed effects regression model 4 

 

Table 4.26 Results estimated fixed effects regression model 4 

 

Table 4.26 shows that model 4 has the same variables as model 3 except cash flow 

operation/net sales and lag (1) of log ESG score. However, we see that using a lagged ESG 

score the variable is no longer significant on a 5% level and   is lower compared to model 3. 

Figure 4.5 shows that model 4 has very similar residual properties as model 1,2 and 3, 

indicating that heteroskedasticity is a problem, but the standard errors are heteroskedasticity 

corrected for all the models. The signs for the time variables are unchanged and significant. 

All the control variables are also significant except debt/assets. Model 4 indicates that the 

ESG score for the previous year might not be as good as an indicator compared to the ESG 

score for the current year.  
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Figure 4.5 Residual diagnostics charts model 4: Residual-plot, probability-plot and 
histogram of residual distribution compared to the normal distribution. 

 

4.6.6 Fixed effects regression model 5 

 

Table 4.27 Results estimated fixed effects regression model 5 

 

Table 4.27 shows that model 5 uses the scores that the combined ESG score consists of, 

namely the environmental, social, governance and controversies score while controlling for 
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size, leverage, and capital intensity. The model shows that the environmental and governance 

scores are significant on a 5% level and the social score on a 10% level. Neither leverage nor 

controversies scores are significant on a 10% level. Figure 4.6 indicates that 

heteroscedasticity is also a problem for model 5 and the residuals are not randomly spread 

and have very similar residual-plots compared to model 1,2,3 and 4.  

 

The regression coefficients indicate that the different scores may have a weak relationship to 

yearly stock returns. However, the environmental and the governance scores imply that by a 

one percent change in the scores, the expected stock return will decline respectively by 

0,05132% and 0,05426% given that all other variables are constant. The controversies sign is 

positive implying that companies involved in different negative media stories are perceived 

as positive, and have a weak positive effect on stock returns, but are not significant on a 10% 

level.  

 

Figure 4.6 Residual diagnostics charts model 5: Residual-plot, probability-plot and 
histogram of residual distribution compared to the normal distribution. 

 

4.6.7 Model comparison and discussion of results 

Model 3 implies that the ESG score is a significant explanatory variable if there is a one-year 

lag on the indicators of CFP. Model 1 implies that the ESG score is a significant explanatory 

variable, but the indicators of CFP are not. The different models show that the level of 

significance might be dependent on model specification and transformations of variables. 

Model 4 might imply that ROA and ROE are more relevant for explaining the stock returns 

given the assumption that the annual income statement might have some effect. The question 
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is if this information is already taken into consideration and in addition the magnitude of 

earnings surprises. 

 

Model 5 implies that the environmental and governance scores have a negative effect on the 

stock return. Of course, it is not given that the more environmentally friendly company is the 

more profitable one, it might be the opposite. Governance might have a more indirect effect 

on stock return and is not that strongly related to the core operation as e.g. the environmental 

score. The social score has a positive sign but might also have a more indirect effect. Another 

question is the relevance of the control variables for all the models. Log assets is a proxy for 

size based on the assumption that small companies may have more growth potential and/or 

large companies might be less volatile. Log debt/assets is a proxy for companies in financial 

distress based on the assumption that those companies might be more volatile. However, 

some sectors like industry and energy are capital intensive and may require higher leverage 

compared to other sectors. Therefore, capital intensity is also controlled for. There might also 

be differences within each sector that should be controlled.  
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Table 4.28 Restriction ESG fixed effects regression models. 

 

The reliability of the models and their robustness must also be questioned. The amount of 

variance explained by the entity specific differences is approximately 20% and may indicate 

omitted variables or a wrongly specified model. Wooldridge’s test for autocorrelation cannot 

be used on the models with the lagged variables, but one can assume that autocorrelation is 

most likely not a problem because the models use yearly data from 2010 to 2018. The tests 

for autocorrelation are performed without lags. However, table 4.28 shows that when the 

values of the ESG score are restricted, the variable is no longer significant even with a large 

sample size, but ROA is. The average ESG score is 62 and figure 4.1 shows that the 

distribution is left skewed. However,   increased to approximately 35-46% and is 

significant. The F-test for overall significance is also significant on a 5% level. This may 

indicate that the ESG score is not a relevant explanatory variable for companies above 

average ESG score, and the results may be dependent on a large sample size. The same goes 
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for the ESG score below average. However, the reliability of this approach to check 

robustness must be questioned because parts of the dataset are ignored.  

 

Based on the regression models that have been tested the hypotheses can be concluded. H1P 

is partially confirmed and partially rejected. The results show that the ESG score is a 

significant explanatory variable, but not for all the models. It is significant when ROA and 

ROE are not lagged and become significant again when the natural logarithm has been 

applied to it. The hypothesis of the ESG score having a positive sign is rejected since all the 

models show negative values. H2P is rejected because there are no statistically significant 

results for ROA and ROE unless they are lagged. H3P is rejected for lagged ROA, since there 

are only significant negative effects shown to emerge. It is however a strong indication for 

lagged ROE having a positive relationship since it is positive and significant in three of the 

four models where it is included. H4P is rejected for controversies since it is not significant. 

It is confirmed for the environmental and governance pillar scores since they both exhibit a 

negative effect. There is some support for the social dimension, but only significant on the 

10% level.  

 

There are some studies that share similar results as regression model 1-5. Ahlklo and Lind 

(2019) also use a regression model trying to explain stock return for Nordic markets and find 

that the ESG, environmental and social scores are negative and insignificant. The governance 

score is slightly positive, but insignificant. Drange & Nath (2019) created a panel fixed effect 

regression model of 3450 companies to analyze the effect of indicators of CFP on the ESG, 

E, S and G scores. They find that ROA has a negative effect on all the different scores using 

different weights. The results in model 1-5 are consistent compared to Nollet, Filis & 

Mitrokostas (2016) who find that the ESG disclosure score has a negative impact on stock 

return, however they do not find any statistical significance for this.  
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4.7 Time series approach using portfolios 

 

Figure 4.7 Cumulative return portfolios described in chapter 3. 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the cumulative return of the stock portfolios described in chapter 3.3.1. The 

figure shows that the portfolio of bottom 33% (ESG 3) of ESG score has the highest 

cumulative return of 143% at the end of 2018. ESG 3 is closely followed by the Quality 1 

portfolio. The figure also shows that the top 33% of ESG scores have a lower cumulative 

return than the S&P 500, ESG 1, Quality 1 and CO2 1. The CO2 1 portfolio with the lowest 

emissions has a higher cumulative return compared to the CO2 3 portfolio which has the 

highest emissions. The Quality 3 portfolio seems to track the cumulative return of CO2 3 

closely. Given the very similar cumulative return pattern for Quality 1 and ESG 3, it raises 

the question why they follow each other so closely. The portfolios consist of approximately 

30% of the same companies each year for ESG 3 and Quality 1, which may imply that the 

companies with the highest individual return could be common for both portfolios. This also 

implies that approximately 30% of the companies that are the most profitable, as defined in 

chapter 3, have the lowest ESG scores every year.  

 

However, all the selected portfolios are large portfolios consisting of many companies from 

different sectors. The CO2 3 portfolio may consist of many companies in the energy and 

industry sector, and the CO2 1 portfolios may favor companies in the technology and 

financial sector. 
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Table 4.29 Different measures of risk for the different portfolios. 

 

Table 4.29 shows the expected return and the different risk measures described in chapter 

3.3.2. The tables show that the portfolios have a very similar monthly standard deviation and 

Quality 3 has the highest. In terms of expected return, we see that Quality 1 and ESG 3 have 

the highest expected return. In terms of value at risk and conditional value at risk, the table 

shows that Quality 3 is the riskiest. In terms of the 8-year Sharpe ratio, Quality 1 and ESG 3 

have the highest values compared to the other portfolios and have a more attractive risk-

return relationship.  

 

Figure 4.7 and table 4.29 indicate that the Quality 1 factor and low ESG score (ESG 3) are 

rewarded in the stock market. This is also supported by Franzén (2019) which finds that 

portfolios of low ESG score outperform portfolios of high ESG scores. The table and the 

figure do not contain any explicit information regarding strategies about excess returns and 

do not claim that these approaches will yield any excess return. The approach can rather be 

seen as a descriptive approach. Novy-Marx (2014) finds that the quality anomaly and gross 

profitability, preform relatively better than using quality strategies, such as ROA, ROE and 

ROIC. He also finds that the effect is strong for large-cap U.S stocks. Hirshleifer et al. (2004) 

argue that this is caused by investors putting too much weight on accounting profitability 

compared to cash profitability when forecasting future earnings, leading to biased forecasts 

and current market prices. Dhingra and Olson (2019) had similar findings when constructing 

a high and low ESG-portfolios for the S&P 500 using data from 2008-2018. Expected annual 

return for the portfolios were 8,23% and 8,32% with standard deviations of return of 14,91% 

and 16,38%, which implies that the low ESG portfolio is the riskier one for almost the same 

expected return.  
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Verheyden, Eccles and Feiner (2016) argue that fundamental information about corporate 

financial performance, technical information about past performance and ESG information 

affect stock prices. They also argue that managing carbon emissions in response to growing 

regulatory and social pressure arising from the threat of climate change, have an impact. This 

may be the reason for the low performance of the CO2 portfolios, or there might be other 

external factors that cause this. For example, the CO2 3 portfolio could consist of industry 

and energy companies and might be sensitive to the oil price, at least for some companies.  A 

review study by Freide, Busch and Bassen (2015) of 2000 ESG studies, showed that 80% of 

the studies provided evidence of a positive association of various ESG measures with stock 

price performance. These findings contradict our findings of low (bottom 33%) ESG score 

yielding a high cumulative return for large European and US companies and show that the 

relevance of ESG is mixed.  

 

4.8 Implications and analysis of results 

The descriptive statistics for E, S, G, C and ESG score show that the average score for the 

sectors are very similar, but the one-way ANOVA analysis and the Granger-causality tests 

show that there are significant differences between some sectors. The SEM-models imply 

that the selected indicators are mostly reliable, but it has issues with the structural model and 

validity. The fixed effects panel data regression implies that ESG may be a relevant 

explanatory variable, given the control variables, but is dependent on model specification. 

The portfolio analysis shows that the Quality 1 and ESG 3 factor have the best performance 

in the stock market in terms of cumulative return.  

 

These findings raise the question of how they can be related to the efficient market 

hypothesis, adaptative market hypothesis and use of ESG information. A strong-form 

hypothesis would believe that all ESG and financial information is taken into consideration 

and already priced in, but it is a very strict assumption. Lo (2004) introduced the Adaptive 

Markets hypothesis which assumes that the price reflects this information as market 

participants learn. If investors are successful with their ESG strategy, they are likely to try it 

again. If investors fail, they might try a different approach. Another outcome might be 

ignoring this information or abandoning it completely.  
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As mentioned earlier, investors might have a problem verifying ESG information. 

Schoenmaker and Schramade (2019) argue that ESG scores are add-ons that do not address 

the core issue and that they are only based on standardized reported data and policies. They 

also argue that the ESG scores might be biased towards large companies and they do not spot 

material weakness. Furthermore, they argue that based on the adaptive market hypothesis the 

pricing of ESG information is dependent on the number of market participants that take ESG 

seriously. Given bounded rationality and information asymmetry it might be hard for an 

individual investor to interpret this information. Another question is how one evaluates ESG 

information compared to fundamental financial information. Considering cognitive 

dissonance, one could argue that situations where tension between ESG information and how 

it impacts corporate financial performance could arise. One could rationalize that one or the 

other are the most important based on feelings or opinions. However, the magnitude of this, if 

any, is very hard to determine, but may affect the use of ESG information.  

 

The fact that some variables seem to have a connection via Granger causality, and that there 

is a difference between this connection for different sectors, may be an indication that the 

ESG data are even more complex in nature. For an investor it would mean that considering 

the results for different companies according to certain variables is not enough, but one 

should also take into consideration what sector the given company is operating in. 

Additionally, the Granger causality effect and the added complexity it adds for certain sectors 

could also cloud the view of what should be evaluated in an investing decision.  

 

A company that has been exposed to ESG controversies in the period before may be inclined 

to communicate in a way that it is taking steps to improve the area of controversy. The fact 

that there seems to be a relation between being exposed to ESG controversies and CSR 

strategy score the period after, can be interpreted in the direction that this is some sort of 

damage control or perhaps “greenwashing” by the company, to contain the damage sustained 

in the last period. The reason for this possible interpretation, can be seen from the variable 

list. CSR strategy score is defined as “the practices a company employs to communicate the 

integration of ESG in its day-to-day decision-making process”. In other words, this may not 

show the actual integration of ESG, but the communication of it. Given this context, an 
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investor should consider being wary of companies that exhibit good CSR strategy scores in a 

period after a bad ESG controversies score. The reason is the risk that a company merely 

communicates good ESG integration without having it realized. However, the Granger 

causality test specification has low test power and we must interpret this with caution.  

 

One could also question if the SEM-models do measure the hypothesized latent constructs. 

The latent construct direct environmental exposure/impact is based on resource use and 

pollution. Some variables linked to pollution have been omitted due to them being too 

strongly related and having caused too many loadings between factors and correlated 

measurement errors, indicating that they all should load on one latent construct, hence the 

simplification of the ones directly linked to core operations. For the social and governance 

latent constructs we have very few indicators due to data and the companies being “too 

homogenous”, when it might be a result of what they choose to report. This leads to the 

question whether the models might be a product of mixed data quality and what information 

that is available, combined with a sector and small sample bias.  

 

The SEM-models imply that the latent construct for growth, based on Hamann et al. (2013), 

is also good indicators for companies in the S&P 500 and Stoxx 600 indices. We have used 

other indications of profitability compared to Hamann (2013). The models imply that ROE, 

ROA and ROIC are somewhat reliable indicators for profitability in the small samples, but 

not the largest ones. Model CFP-ESG 4 seems to be the most reliable model and implies that 

profitability has a weak/moderate significant negative influence on growth. However, this is a 

cross sectional model for 2018 and does not contain any information for different years. Even 

though we have a mostly reliable measurement model it does not imply that it is valid. The 

nonsignificant results could also be a result of term complexity.  

 

The panel data regression results point to an overall negative connection between natural log 

of ESG score and stock return. Seeing this in conjunction with figure 4.7 makes the reason 

clearer. The companies with the highest return on their stocks accumulatively, could be the 

ones rated the lowest over the time-period investigated. Based on this, it is difficult to 

conclude with a definitive reason for the results based on the tests we have done, but there 
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seem to be several companies having performed well in the stock market in periods where 

they had low ESG scores. Another reason might be how the information is interpreted and 

how many of the market participants that integrates the information in the decision-making 

process.  

 

Traditional barriers to ESG integration such as fear of underperformance, concerns about 

fiduciary duty and misalignment with timeframes exist, but the most significant obstacle is 

obtaining quality data on ESG exposures and standards for how to use the ESG data (Eccles, 

Kastrapeli & Potter, 2017). In relation to the fear of underperformance, studies show that the 

positive relation between ESG factors and corporate financial performance takes time to be 

realized (Eccles, Ioannou & Serafeim, 2014). Eccles, Kastrapeli and Potter (2017) also argue, 

based on the global survey among asset managers and investors, that performance evaluation 

time frames are not well-aligned with time frames expected for achieving outperformance 

from ESG. Based on this, one could argue that selected time-period for the panel data 

regression could be too short, and wheter a cross-sectional approach using SEM-models can 

operationalize the relation with the lack of quality data, which we also have encountered, and 

ignoring development over time.  
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5 Conclusion 

5.1 Summary and conclusion  

By analyzing the relationship between corporate financial performance and environmental, 

social, and governance factors using aggregated and disaggregated data for companies 

included in the S&P 500 and Stoxx 600 indices, we have found that the relationship is 

dependent on level of analysis using a quantitative methodical approach.  

 

For the disaggregated ESG data we have conducted an explorative and confirmatory factor 

analysis, and structural equation models to analyze the relationship. The proxies used for the 

latent construct corporate financial performance are growth and profitability. Both the CFA 

and full SEM-models resulted in mostly reliable indicators for the latent constructs, but 

almost none factor loadings were significant for the structural model. This could be caused by 

a poorly specified model and/or a lacking theoretical foundation. We could also question the 

validity of the hypothesized latent constructs. However, we had problems with missing data 

and data quality which severely limits the sample size and what it is possible to test. Most 

social and governance data are dichotomous which also may affect the reliability and validity. 

Another explanation could be that the time frame used here is not sufficient to analyze the 

relationship between ESG and CFP. This could be the case if the effects of ESG only 

materialize after a few years.  

 

By analyzing the relationship using panel data regression, Granger causality and a portfolio 

approach we also see that the relation is complex. The panel data regression implies that the 

ESG scores are negatively related to the stock return, and the portfolio selection shows that 

the quality factor and lowest ESG scores (ESG 3) are the top performers in terms of 

cumulative return using equal weights and data from 2010-2018. The Granger-causality tests 

show that there are differences between sectors, but the test has limited power due to the 

panel data structure and the test specification. 

 

Based on this study, the results give some implications for an investor. Firstly, it shows that 

the relationship is complex and trying to operationalize it to isolate the effects of E, S and G 

on profitability and growth, using SEM-models, based on MSCI (2020a), is challenging. 
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Secondly, it shows that the quality factor has performed well in the stock market and that the 

market not necessarily value companies with high ESG scores. However, other ESG 

strategies and approaches using different markets could yield different results. Another 

implication is that including companies from the Stoxx 600 index leads to the same 

conclusion as Franzén (2019), namely that companies with low ESG scores have performed 

better, in terms of cumulative return, than companies with high ESG scores in the stock 

market. This study does not conclude that ESG does not matter in relation to CFP, but the 

results might be dependent on the level of analysis.  

 

5.2 Future research 

In this study of the relationship between corporate financial performance and environmental, 

social, and governance factors we have focused on profitability and growth as latent 

constructs for corporate financial performance using CFA and SEM-models. Future studies 

could focus on different proxies/indicators for corporate financial performance and the 

environmental, social, and governance factors. It could be interesting to see future studies 

trying to operationalize liquidity and stock market performance in relationship to ESG and 

CFP latent constructs. Trying to operationalize other latent CFP constructs that were 

identified by Hamann et al. (2013) would also be interesting.  

 

Future studies using SEM-models should focus on operationalization of the measurement 

instrument. We had no tested or valid measurement instrument, and had issues trying to 

operationalize different latent social and governance factors due to available data. Using the 

Granger causality tests on different overall ESG and CFP-data for different for companies in 

other indices could contribute to a better understanding of the relationship.  

 

We have focused on using data from 2018 for the cross-sectional SEM- and CFA-models. 

For future research it could be interesting to try using other time periods or creating time 

series SEM-models by e.g. using average values if data is a problem. The cross-sectional 

design cannot explicitly say anything about causality or generalize, so it can be interesting for 

future research to use a time-series SEM-model or a qualitative research design. It could also 

be interesting to see if the model yields the same results for other samples, but missing ESG 
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data might be a challenge. Another approach could be testing for specific sectors or industries 

to avoid sector bias and it might remove disturbance in the data.  

 

Using panel data fixed effects regression and the same portfolio selection criteria, it would be 

interesting for future research to investigate the relevance of ESG scores in relationship to 

stock return and see wheter companies with low ESG scores are the top performers, in terms 

of cumulative return, in different markets.  
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Appendix  

Appendix 1: Overview of abbreviations 

ESG Environmental, social and governance factors 

E Environmental 

S Social 

G Governance 

C Controversies 

CFP Corporate financial performance 

Ksi  ( ) Latent exogenous variables 

CFA Confirmatory factor analysis 

Eta ( ) Latent endogenous variables 

Zeta 

( ) 

Structural error associated with latent endogenous variables (error of prediction) 

Beta 
( ) 

Matrix of regression coefficients for paths between latent endogenous variables 

Gamma 
( ) 

Matrix of regression coefficients for paths between latent exogenous variables 
and latent endogenous variables 

Phi ( ) Covariance matrix of latent exogenous variables 

Psi () Covariance matrix of latent errors 

X Observed indicators of latent exogenous variables 

Y Observed indicators for latent endogenous variables 

Delta ( ) Measurement errors for x-indicators 

Epsilon 
( ) 

Measurement errors for y-indicators 

Lambda 
x ( x ) 

Matrix coefficients (factor loadings) for x-indicators 

Lambda 
y ( y ) 

Matrix coefficients (factor loadings) for y-indicators 

Theta-
delta 
 (  ) 

Covariance matrix of   (measurement errors for x-indicators) 

Theta-
epsilon 
(  ) 

Covariance matrix of  (measurement errors for y-indicators) 

CR Composite reliability 

AVE Average variance extracted 

CA Cronbach’s alpha 

ROA Return on assets 
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ROE Return on equity 

ROIC Return on invested capital  

Xtgcause Panel data Granger-causality test by Lopez & Weber (2017) 

SEM Structural equation model 

 

Appendix 2: Equations SEM-models 

 

 

 

 

 

1 1,1 1 1 2 2,1 1 2

3 3,1 1 3 4 4,1 1 4 5 5,1 1 5
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Equations for x and y-variables and the structual model
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1 1,1 1 1 2 2,1 1 2

3 3,1 1 3 4 4,1 1 4 5 5,1 1 5

6 6,2 2 6 7 7,2 2 7 8 8,3 3 8

9 9,3 3 9 10 10,3 3 10

1 1,1 1

CFP-ESG 4
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Appendix 3: Statistical tests 

Panel data stationarity test, Wooldridge’s test for autocorrelation in panel data, 
Breusch Pagan Lagrange multiplier panel heteroskedasticity test and Modified Wald 
test for groupwise heteroskedasticity in panel data. 

 Derivation test for stationarity for variables used for Granger-causality tests and test 
results 

1) Perform ADF regressions and generate orthogalized residuals 
 

1
1

,    m=1,2,3.
i

it it L mi t it

P

y i it iL y d
L

y   
  



     

 

The lag order ip  is permitted to vary across individuals.  

 

2) 
1

ˆ
i

it L mi mt

P

it it iL y d
L

e y 
 



      

and  

1 1
1

ˆ
i

it L mi mt

P

it it iL y d
L

u y 
  



   
 

To control for heterogeneity across individuals, ite is normalized and 1îtu  by the regression standard 

error from 1) 

3) 
1

1

ˆ ˆ
,   u

ˆ ˆ
it it

it it
i i

e u
e

  


  
 

Where êi is the regression standard error in 1). 

4) 
2 2

1
2

1 ˆˆ ˆ ˆ( )
1

i

T

i it i it
t pi

e u
T p  

 

 
    

 
5) Estimation of the long-run to short-run standard deviations 
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2 2

2 1 2

1 1
ˆ 2

1 1 it it

T K T

yi it y y LKL
t L T L

y w
T T

 
   

 
       

    

6) /i yi is    

For each individual i, the ratio of the long-run standard deviation to the innovation standard 
deviation. 

 

Panel test statistics  

7) 1it it ite u     

Based on a total of NT  observations  

8)  

ˆ

ˆ( )
t

STD






 

The conventional regression t-statistic for testing  =0 where 

 

9) 
1 2 1

2
1 2 1

ˆ i
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N T
i t p it it

N T
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u e
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1/2

2
1

1 2

ˆ ˆSTD( )
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N T
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i t p
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11) 
2 2

1
1 2

1 ˆˆ ( )
i

N T

it it
i t p

e u
NT  

  

 
  
 

     

Which leads to the following test-statistic: 

12) 

2 *
*

*

ˆ ˆˆ ( )N mT

mT

t NTS STD
t  
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Where the mean adjustment *
m T

  and standard deviation adjustment *
mT

  can be given for a 

deterministic specification (m=1,2,3) and time series dimension T . 

 

Test results: 

0

1

H :  Panels contain unit root

H :  Panels are stationary
 

 

Wooldridge’s test for autocorrelation in panel data: 

Wooldridge’s method uses the residuals from a regression in first differences. The first 

differencing removes the individual-level effect, the term based on the time-invariant 

covariates and the constant, 

1 1 1 1

1

( )it it it it it it

it it it

y y X X

y X

  
 

      

    
 

where  is the first-difference operator.  

Wooldridge’s procedure begins by estimating the parameters 1  by regressing ity  on itX  

and obtaining the residuals ît . If ît are not serially correlated , then 1( , ) 0,5it itCorr     . 

Given this observation, the procedure regresses the residuals ît from the regression with 

first-differenced variables on their lags and tests that the coefficient on the lagged residuals is 

equal to -0,5. To account for the within-panel correlation in the regression of ît  on 1ît  , the 

VCE is adjusted for clustering at the panel level. This test is also robust to conditional 

heteroskedasticity.  
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Modified Wald test for groupwise heteroskedasticity in a panel fixed effects model 

The error process may be homoscedastic within cross-sectional units, but its variance may 

differ across units: a condition as groupwise heteroskedasticity. The test uses a modified 

Wald statistic for groupwise heteroskedasticity in the residuals of a fixed-effect regression 

model. 

Where g
N is the number of cross sectional units. 2 1 2

1ˆ iT
i i t itT e 

   is the estimator of the ith 

cross-section unit’s error variance, based upon the iT residuals ite available for that unit. 

Then define  

1 1 2 2 2

1

ˆV ( 1) ( )
iT

i i i it i
t

T T e  



    

As the estimated variance of 
2
î . The modified Wald test statistic defined as  

2 2 2

1

ˆ ˆ( )
W=

gN
i

i iV

 


  

And distributed as 2 ( )gN under the null hypothesis.  

0

1

H :  Homoskedasticity

H :  Heteroskedasticity
 

Breusch Pagan Lagrange multiplier panel heteroskedasticity test 

LMHLMXT: Stata module to compute Breusch-Pagan Lagrange Multiplier Panel 

Heteroskedasticity test. See  https://econpapers.repec.org/software/bocbocode/s457413.htm. 

 

 

 

Appendix 4: Tables SEM measurement models x and y 
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Appendix 5: Path diagrams SEM-models 

 

CFP-E 1 

 

BriberyC= Eco design products and Executiv= Environmental products. The labels show 

wrong variable due to a LISREL program error.  

CFP-E 2 

 

CFP-E 3 
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CFP-ESG 1 

 

CFP-ESG 2 
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CFP-ESG 3 

 

T-values CFP-ESG 3 non-robust estimation: 
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CFP-ESG 4 
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Appendix 6: Measures of reliability 

 

Cornabach’s alpha: 

*

1 ( 1)

k r

r k
 

   

Where k  is the number of indicators and r is the average correlation.  

 

Composite reliability: 

2

2

( )
0,6

( ) var( )

r

i
i

c r r

i i
i i




 
 





 
 

Where i is the standardized factor loading and i is the measurement error.  

 

Average variance extracted: 

2

2

0,5
var( )

r

i
i

v r r

i i
i i




 
 





 
 

Where i is the standardized factor loading and i is the measurement error.  

 

 

 

Appendix 7: Explorative factor analysis 

The rotated factor is rotated using the command “rotate, promax kaiser” in STATA 16 based 

on the assumption that factors could be correlated.  
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Environmental 

 

Rotated factor loadings: 

 

Social 
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Rotated factor loadings: 

 

 

Governance 
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Rotated factor loadings: 

 

CFP 

Rotated factor loadings 
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Appendix 8: Description of variables  

Variables used in Granger causality 

 

Confirmatory factor analysis 
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Structural equation models (SEM) 
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Panel data regression  
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Appendix 9: Correlation matrix panel data fixed effects regression models  
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Appendix 10: Conversion monthly return and standard deviation to 

annualized. 

 

Monthly to annual return: 
12((1 ) 1)*100Mr   

Monthly standard deviation to annual return: 12 * M   
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Appendix 11: Charts distribution Environmental, social, governance and 

controversies score 

 

Environmental score and social score 
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Governance score and controversies score 
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